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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201 Michigan Avenue, N. W.
Grand Rapids 1, Michigan 
"The first building goes right here. " 
NEWS RELEASE 
•c 
January 11, 1962 
These words, which the members of the Board of Control of Grand 
Valley State College will hear at their monthly meeting on Friday, January 12,
signify that the many months of planning for the college's 740-acre campus have 
brought concrete results. 
The board will see the latest comprehensive campus plan pre-
pared by Johnson, Johnson and Roy, site planners, which locates the first learning 
center, occupying approximately 1/3 of an acre, at the very edge of one of the major 
wooded ravines which are the most distinctive feature of the site. Closely related 
Jto this building will be the structure which is to house the college commons rooms 
where students and faculty will gather for meals and social events. The board plans 
to have both facilities ready for opening of the campus in September of 1963. 
Plans for the eventual growth of GVSC to a student body of 10,000 
by 197 5 are also delineated in detail. 
The board at its meeting will also receive an up-to-date report on
the capital funds drive which was conducted last spring to meet the condition imposed 
by the Legislature for starting the college. Total capital assets contributed by many 
~'° citizens in the western Grand Valley area in support of the college now amount to 
·-,_~ 
, {~ 
$1,580,000. More than one-half of this amount has been collected, and the balance 
is in pledges receivables. 
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The college's investments resulting from the fund drive include a
commercial building in Grand Rapids, known as the Grand .Warehouse. This building 
contains 137,000 square.feet of floor space, two-thirds of which has now been rented 
at rentals for the benefit of the college aggregating $2,300 .per month. 
L. William Seidman, chairman of the board of control, in com-
menting on.the capital assets report said, "The enthusiastic interest which the people 
in our area have in the Grand Valley State College is dramatically evidenced.by the 
impressive size of the contributions they have made." 
About $300,000 of such contributions have been used.to purchase 
the campus site. Seidman pointed out that this site as it has now been planned for 
development promises to provide "one of the most attractive college campuses ever 
bui t." He added, "To see from the plans how well the campus lends itself to all 
future needs of the college should be graUfying to everyone who has had a part in
selecting this site and.in providing the funds to buy it." 
William Johnson, one of the college's planning· consultants, said 
.in presenting the latest campus plan, "This site proves now why it stood out above 
all the ones proposed, because.it is as well-suited for one building as it is for a
hundred bui dings." He pointed out that the natural breakdown of the site into small 
units, divided.by the scenic ravines, gives each area a scale suitable. to.the.location 
of one. or more .. small buildings and.keeps each part of the campus down.to a size in 
. which a student will feel at home. 
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: GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
i 
Office of Administration 
201 Michigan Avenue, N. W. 
Grand Rapids l , Michigan 
How does a col ege choose its students? 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written January 18, 1962 
Some require col ege board examinations, some base their choices 
on high school records, all depend on recommendations from teachers and 
principals. 
Grand Valley State Col ege is investigating a new approach to the 
selection of col ege students to supplement the achievement tests and 
academic records of its prospective students. 
Studies made by Dr. E. Paul Torrance, director of the Bureau of 
Educational Research of the University of Minnesota, show that the illusive 
quality cal ed "creativity  can be measured, and that those who score high in 
the tests he has devised could be the "able surprises" that all col eges are 
ooking for among their students. 
Dr. Torrance has indicated that he wil  make available to GVSC the 
materials that have been developed in his testing program, for the col ege to 
consider using in its admissions procedure for its first freshman class, to be 
enrolled in September of 1963. 
The testing done by the University of Minnesota shows that the creative 
person is not necessarily the one with a high I.Q. and often scores very ow on 
the standardized aptitude tests that are given in our schools from the very be-
ginning of the child's educational career. Further investigation has been 
more 
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conducted with adults in jobs generally considered routine and non-creative, 
with results showing that those who scored high in "creativity  tended to do 
better in their careers than those. at the bottom· of the scale. 
"It takes ittle imagination, " Dr. Torrance has written, "to recognize 
that the future of our civilization -- our very survival -- depends on the quality 
of the creative imagination of our next generation:. Democracies col apse only 
when they fail to use intelligent, imaginative methods for solving their 
problems." 
In establishing its policy of admission, Grand Val ey's Board of Control 
has stated that its student body wil  not be. imited to the "top 10%", and that 
every effort wil  be made to admit those students who wil  benefit from a four 
. 
year education. The Minnesota tests might be one way of discovering them. 
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Office of Administration 
201 Michigan Avenue, N. W.
Grand Rapids 1, Michigan 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written January 29, 1962 
Grand Valley State College has received a grant of $ 2, 0 00 from the 
Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. , a subsidiary of the Ford Foundation, 
to finance preliminary planning of an audio-visual system for the college's first 
learning center, it was announced today by Philip W. Buchen, chief executive 
officer of GVSC .
The grant will pay for the initial services of a special consultant 
'/ 
on audio-visual systems. Latest develor;nents in close-circuit television, 
---~ .. :  
sound communication networks, and movi~t and slide projection will all be 
., 
considered in planning the academic facilities of the new college. In order 
to help plan an integrated system for these·:advanced media of instruction, the 
firm of Sol Cornberg Associates, New York City, has been retained by the col-
lege to work with Meathe and Kessler, architects for GVSC. 
In notifying the college of the grant Har!)ld B. Gores, president of 
Educational Facilities Laboratories, said in part, "EFL is pleased to participate 
in this study of developing a unified audio-visual system to serve the needs of 
your college. We hope that such planning will result in a college learning center 
that will serve as a model for other colleges and universities." 
Educational Facilities Laboratories was established by the Ford 
more 
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Foundation in 1958, with an initial grant of $4.5 million, to help American 
schools and colleges with their physical problems by encouraging research 
and experimentation. A further grant of $5 million was awarded in December, 
1961 to support experiments in the design of educational facilities. 
Several of the problems in which the Laboratories are particularly 
interested are those which Grand Valley shares, including how best to employ 
the growing complex of communications systems, how to design buildings for 
the most efficient use of space in view of the growing trends toward indepen-
dent study and reduction of class hours, and how campuses can expand without 
further depersonalizing education. 
•  •
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201. Michigan Avenue, N. W. 
Grand Rapids- 1,. Michigan 
• 
MICROFILMED 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written Monday, February 5, 1962 
Residents of the Randall House, who have been watching the 
comings and goings of the staff of Grand Valley State College since the open-
ing last July of the administrative offices of GVSC on the second floor of their 
building, have been invited to a tea and tour of the college offices on- Wednesday, 
February 7 at 3 p.m. 
Invitations have also been extended to the staff of the Randall 
House, including . R. Conno ly, general manager; Arthur German, assistant 
manager; Miss Genevieve Jones, secretary to the general manager; Miss Patricia 
Blackburn,, banquet manager; Mrs. James McKee, sales manager; and to Willis 
Atwell, executive director of Coordinating Council for the Aged, and his secre-
tary, Mrs . Irma ohn. 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration · 
. 20·1 Michigan. Avenue N. W. 
. Grand Rapids. 1 , Michigan 
· FOR RELEASE 
AT NOON ,FEBRUARY 6, 1962 
Rep. Martin D. Buth (R-Comstock Park) filed a bill Tuesday for con-
struction of the initial facilities on the campus of Grand Valley State College at 
Allendale for a total cost of $1,810,638. 
His bill provided that the project ould be financed by extending the 
authority of the state public building corporation to borro  funds for this purpose 
from the state employees retirement fund or through bond sales . 
However, Buth· commented, "If the· legisla_ture does not adopt this type 
of financing, the necessary funds for this project should be provided from the current 
capital outlays appropriation. " 
The GVSC facilities to enable students to be admitted for the fall term 
in 1963 are among the 13 high-priority projects for higher education recommended 
by Gov. S ainson in his capital outlay message to· the legislature. The faci11t1·es, 
which will tie developed in one or t o units, ill se'rve all instructional needs of 
the first class of students to enter the college at the start of its operations and will 
provide tl'ie essential campus services •. 
. 
• t .. 
Co-sponsors of the bill ith Buth are the follo ing Representatives: . ' ' 
William Doorn,. Ed ard A. Borgman, Aridre  Bolt, and Thomas J. Whinery all of . 
Grand-Rapids;. Riemer Van Til, Holland; Ben E. Lohman, Hamilton> Walter ij. Niil, 
. .. . 
,". . 
... 
Muskegon; Oscar E. Bou sma, Muskegon;. Andre W. Cobo, Elsie; Fred O. Olsen, 
. 
. 
Sheridan; and Don VanderWerp, Fremont. · · · . 
'·'l"'lr~·'· r f. •:,ta' ,,f "' o:i · 
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- 2 - .MICROFILMED 
The building corporation to be utilized under the proposed legisla-
tion as originally established to finance the Stevens T, Mason state office 
building in Lansing. 
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: GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201 Michigan Ave., N. W. 
Grand Rapids 1, Michigan 
• 
FOR RELEASE AT 12:00 NOON 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1962. 
(Mat or photo enclosed) 
Grand Valley ·state College today announced the appointment of its 
president, James H. Zumberge, Ph.D. , now professor of geology at the_ University 
of Michigan. 
The first president of the new college was selected by GVSC Board of 
Control after an investigation of six months into the qualifications of more than 
fifty men who had been recommended for the position. 
Zumberge's appointment was made at a salary of $25,000 a year,the 
amount originally budgeted for the position. He will begin part time duties immed-
' iately and.full-time duties in the spring, as soon as he may be relieved of all his 
teaching responsibilities at the University. 
"Our search to find a president of the highest academic stature and 
with the vigor and leadership to recruit and organize an outstanding faculty has 
reached a highly successful conc usion, 11 according to L. William Seidman, chair-
man of the Board of Control. 11 Dr. Zumberge is an effective teacher and a distin-
guished research scholar, whose work in geology .has brought him international re-
nown. 11 
Zumberge is a graduate of the University of Minnesota, where he re-
ceived his A. B •. egree in 1946 and his Ph.D. in 1950, after service with the 
United States Marine Corps during World War II. He joined the faculty of the 
- more -
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University of Michigan's college of literature, science and the arts in 1950, and 
was made a full professor ten years later. 
Zumberge has organized and accompanied two antarctic expeditions, 
the first in 195 7 during the International Geophysical Year as chief glaciologist for 
Ross Ice Shelf investigations near the site of the original Little America in Antarctica. 
A mountain on the continent has been named in his honor;. 
As a result of his work, he was appointed in 1958 as U.S. delegate to 
the fifth IGY conference in Moscow, and has reported on his work to numerous con-
ferences in New Zealand, France, England, Finland and Denmark. He is the author 
of a widely adopted textbook and .laboratory manual in geology, and of many artic es 
in scholarly journals. 
In accepting the position as Grand Valley's first president Zumberge 
stated, "1 am mindful of the great responsibilities entrusted to my care. Not the 
least of my reasons for my decision was. the spirit of determination and devotion to 
the Grand Valley idea which I found in the Board of Control and the citizens' groups 
of the entire area. Their enthusiasm could not help but inspire confidence in the 
. 
person charged with carrying out their intentions of establishing a new center of
learning. 
"A physical plant, faculty, library, curriculum, and a host of other 
needs must be satisfied before the college can open its doors to the first freshman 
class in the fall of 19 63. The attainment of the announced opening date will take 
hard work, perseverance and patience. The members of the governing body of the 
- more -
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of the state must be convinced that their response to our financial needs is vital, 
and our colleagues in the nine other state-supported colleges and universities must 
be made to feel that we want their full cooperation. 
"We in Michigan are serving notice that we are meeting head on the 
educational needs of a growing population. The entire nation will be watching our 
progress. With faith iri ourselves, and. trust in Divine Providence, we will accom-
plish the best possible education for our children to prepare them for life ;in the 
space age." 
The new GVSC president was born in Minneapolis in 1923, and was 
married in 1947 to Marilyn Edwards, of Western Springs, Illinois .. Their children 
are John, 13, Jo Ellen, 10, James, 9, and Mark, 7. The family now resides at 
2866 Parkridge Road, Ann Arbor. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE_ RELEASE 
WRITTEN FEBRUARY:9, 1962 
The Grand Valley State College board of control at its meeting today 
approved preliminary plans for the first learning center facilities, prepared by 
Meathe, Kessler and Associates of Gros·se Pointe. Construction will begin next 
summer on the new college campus at West M-50 and the Grand River. 
Two parts of a-sing e complex are. planned, each a square, flat-roofed 
tv'.'.o-story structure, with upright arched supporting members of cast concrete going ·· · 
to the roof, a first floor masonry wall faced with .stone between .the columns, and 
a-.second floor with-recessed glass walls behind the arched .portion of the columns. 
The learning center fac~Hties will contain. about 63,000 square feet. 
One -part will constitute a fully developed learning area with general classrooms, 
. study spaces,- library ·facilities .and.faculty offices. It will have the capacity to 
serve about ~00 students .for most. of their instructional needs. 
_The other part will temporarily provid~ -science- laboratories,. indoor. 
physical education .facilities, an audio-video distri ution center for the whole . 
campus, administration. offices and a central boiler. This structure is convert-
ible into more classrooms, study spaces, and faculty offices, after space for 
the preliminary-functions. it has .filled becomes available in.large, specialized 
buildings during a. later phase of campus development. 
Philip Meathe, architect, reported to the board that the. planned con-
- more 
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struction and site work could be kept within the $1,810,000 of capital outlay 
which. the board has requested from the legislature in its current session. He 
commented, "By using this sum to build the facilities in two parts, with all 
~ lf 
•'~ 
floor space above ground, we avoid the necessity of having a large basement or
a sprawling single structure which would be much more difficult to plan and build 
and in the long run would not be very useable." 
A six-sided core on the first floor of each part of the facilities will 
~'.cortt:ai~~a~variety.~9f flexi le classrooms adaptable to all forms of·i.nstruction. 
Corners of the square structure will serve as office and conference space. The
second floor in both parts will provide large areas for study spaces, with two 
group study rooms and many individual, sound-protected desks. Storage for library 
resources is in the center.. Corridor space is kept at a minimum, yet there is easy 
movement between au parts of the building. 
The facilities will be constructed near the edge of a deep wooded 
ravine, and the exterior features have been selected to harmonize with the natural 
beauty of the rural site. 
James H. Zumberge, GVSC president, expressed to the board, which 
had earlier in its meeting appointed him to the new position, his enthusiastic ap-
proval of the building plans. He commented, "The provisions made• for keeping 
faculty and students together in a unified center of learning where they w111 have 
ample classrooms and study, research, and office spaces closely related to each 
other .should give us an ideal situation for learning." 
The president pointed out that recent studies of higher education have 
- more -
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shown a great need in campus plans for overcoming "lack of locales for solidarity 
between students and staff", particularly in non-residential colleges.: Grand Valley 
is to be a commuters' coUege, to serve the needs of the many qualified students 
who live. within driving distance of the campus. 
He added that the size of the groups into which the students and 
faculty are organized is critical to the quality and intensity of the educational 
job which the college can do. 
Zumberge stated, 110f the many great opportunities we have to pioneer 
as we start our college, one is to grow in size without sacrificing the personal 
relationships between students and their teachers. 
"Our learning center facilities as developed in these plans may be the 
answer to this problem, not only for us but also for the many other schools which 
will be watching our progress. We believe the legislators will be favorably im-
, 
pressed with the plans which the Grand Valley board has approved, and which show 
that we are ready with a sound, complete and economical proposal for the first 
facilities to be constructed in time to open our campus for students in the fall of 
1963." 
- 30 -
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201 Michigan.Avenue N.W. 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN FEBRUARY 14, 1962 
A proposal to give all state colleges and universities constit~-
tiona] status , as advocated by the board of control of Grand Valley State College, 
has been recommended by the committee on education of the constitutional con-
vention, according to information received by Philip W. Buchen, vice-president 
of GVSC, and reported by him to the board . 
The proposal states that the legislature should appropriate funds 
for each college and receive an annual accounting from each, and that the gov-
erning board of each college shall have control and direction of all expenditures 
from the institution's funds . 
If the proposal is acce ted, eight-man governing boards of all 
state colleges exce t the University of Michigan, Michigan State University and 
. Wayne State University will be appointed by the governor in a manner similar to 
other exec tive appointments, and will hold office for eight years. At present, 
Grand Valley has a. nine-man board with six-year terms. 
"We are gratified to learn of the action.taken by the Con-Con 
committee on Education, under the chairmanship of Alvin M. Bentley, to 
recommend giving all state-supported colleges, including ours, constitutional 
assurance of self-government under a separate governing board for each," 
Buchen commented. 
- more -
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He added, "In planning a new college from scratch, we are partic -
larly conscious of the values of having a board directl  and solely concerned 
with this institution, which has the full power to take bold, new strides in 
the advance'ment of public higher education." 
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I GRAND VALLEYti':IS TATE COLLEGE 
I 
Office of .Administration 
201 Michigan Avenue, N. W. 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written February-22, 1962, 
" 
Collections of the capital funds pledged to start Grand Valley State 
College have just jumped over the million dollar mark, it was reported today by "'., , 
college officials, one year after the close of the fund drive conducted by volunteer 
citizens in the eight county area the college will serve. 
This million dollars is part of $1,580,000 raised through the success--
' 
ful drive by which the college met the legislative condition to raise one million 
dollars from private sources and provide a campus site. Included in the funds is 
the $300,000 Grand Warehouse which is proving to be a source of substantial in-
come for the college. The balance of the funds raised is in binding pledges re;-
ceivable, which the college is collecting as they fall due over the ensuing year. 
;, Ji:·:·. 
GVSC has spent $313,952 to purchase the 740-acre campus site at 
the junction of M-50 and the Grand River in Ottawa county. The remainder of 
the cash received has been invested by the college board of control, earning in- · '' :'\: ~ 
come until such time as it is needed. 
The board of control plans to keep these funds intact for special cap:-':,:
ital needs as they develop during the early years of the college. 
Funds for the first construction on the campus are expected .to be ap-
propriated by the state legislat re during its current session. 
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Grand Valley recently has ·taken.two giant steps along the path, from a
-paper college to a going institution. The first of these as the appointment of
" ~ : . . 
Dr .. James -H •. Zumberge, U 'of M professor of geology·, fiS ·our first 'president. 
. 
. 
Dr. -Zumberge is an Antarctic explorer of international reputation who regards his 
new position .as an equally exciting and challenging kind of exploration. 
Dr. Zumberge has stated, 11 One thing that made me want to come here 
was ·the determination and spirit of citizens groups backing the college. Ordinary 
citizen .groups do a lot of talking, with not much action. The people of the GVSC 
area found that they could not depend on others to take care of educating_ their 
.. 
children, so they did something themselves. 11 
A.general meeting of the Citizens' Council has been_ scheduled so that 
all of you can meet Dr. Zumberge, listen. to his ideas , and have an opportunity-to 
question him •. It will be-held on Thursday, March·B, at 8:00 p.m. in-.the English 
· Room· of the Randall House·. A postcard is enclosed with .this,·letter for you, to fill 
out and.return.to the college office as soon as possib e, in.dicating whether you 
plan. to att~nd. 
* * * * * 
. . 
'Another.red:letter event for GVSG was the submission of plans·for·the 
,. ' I 
first .building~-, .P~~p~t-ed b~-,the,arch1tJ6t~aJ.fir.m of Meathe.,;,Kessler and Associates 
. .. . '{, • • \ -'.' •; ·. ,, 1_.' . '\ I~ • j 
of Grosse Pointe;. '·.-Th~ board of controi' voted enthusiastic approval of the plans for 
; • I , • • t 
- ·, l. 
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Grand Valley's learning centers, which feature flexible classroom space, individual 
study spaces for each student, and utmost use of audio-video learning aids . 
, .~ 
The square two-story buildings will be constructed .near the edge. of one 
of the site's ravines overlooking beautif l wooded areas.. You might almost call the 
. 
buildings "tree houses". The lower story will be almost entirely enclosed by masonry 
walls -- the trunk of the tree -- and the upper story with glass walls on four sides 
is suspended between the branches of cast concrete columns which exten_d from 
ground to roof. 
* * * * * 
. 
GVSC has receiyed a. grant of $2,000 from the Educational Facilities 
Laboratories, Inc., a subsidiary of the Ford Foundation, to finance preliminary 
• . f 
planning of an. audio-video system for the first buildings. In making the grant, EFL 
recognized that Grand Valley has a unique opportunity to incorporate these /iids to 
instruction in its initial construction, and that such planning will !1erve as ~ model 
for other colleges and universities • 
* * * * * 
A plan of the campus as it will' be in 1975, when its student body will 
' - ,;_, 
reach 10, 000·, has been drawn by Johnson, Johnson and Roy, Ann Arbor campus !~ 
planners, and has been accepted by the board of control. Main features of the 
plan include location of the academic centers of learning on th~ plateaus .abiwe the 
ravines, with peripheral parking, an academic core of library, science buildings, and 
. 
- . ' . 
administrative offices; and a large student athletic area on the level land in the 
western half of the campus. 
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. GRAND VA~LLEY ST-Ll\TE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201 Michigan Ave. N. W.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
NEWS RELEASE 
Written February 27, 1962 
Members of the Michigan Legislature from the Grand Valley area met 
yesterday in Lansing with officials of Grand Valley State College. James H. 
Zumberge, GVSC president, presented to the Legislators preliminary building plans 
for construction of the first campus facilities to be started in July of this year and 
to be completed by the fall of 1963. 
The meeting was attended by 17 Senators and Representatives , most 
of whom had been active in securing passage in 19 60 of the statute which created 
the new state-supported college. The occasion was the first opportunity for these 
sponsors of the college to see how the first buildings on its campus wou~d look 
and to learn how they would function. They also learned from the GVSC officials 
· about the need of the college for $50,000 more in operating funds next year, over 
the $185,000 recommended by the Governor, in order to assure acquisition of
enough books for the initial library. 
Zumberge told how the building plans would assure a close working 
relationship between students and faculty, who would be organized for instruc-
tional purposes into groups of about 500 each within separate learning centers. 
These learning centers, he pointed out, would each contain classrooms, library, 
individual study areas, and faculty offices and would be served by an audio-visual 
system which would eliminate the need for large-sca e lecture halls or auditoriums. 
- more -
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He said that the plans would allow efficient ,use of student and faculty time and 
space with resulting substantial economies and would permit increasing emphasis 
on individual study by students to develop their self-reliance and make their edu--
cation more directly fit their individual requirements . 
Rep. Riemer Van Til (Ottawa) stated at the close of the meeting, "I 
wish I could have gone to a college. like this . " Others were equally enthusiastic 
about the innovations which the college has planned and the distinctive qualities 
of the educational program which the facilities, as planned, will serve. 
. -
The Legislators who attended the meeting were: Rep. Andrew Bolt 
(Kent); Rep. Edward A. Borgman (Kent); Rep. Charles A •. Boyer (Wexford); Rep·;:Martin 
D. Buth (Kent); Rep. Andrew W. Cobb (Eaton & Barry); Rep. William Doorn (Kent); 
Sen. Charles R. feenstra (Kent); Rep. 'J.J.oyd. Gibbs (Ionia); Sen. Perry W. Greene ,
(Kentl;Sen. Frederic Hilbert (Barry, Allegan & Van Buren); Rep. Ben E. L hman(Allegan); 
Rep. Carroll C. Newton (Eaton & Clinton); Rep. Walter H. Nilt(Muskegon); Rep.Fredo.
Olsen (Montcalm & Mecosta); Rep. Don Vander Werp (Newaygo & Oceana); Rep. 
Riemer Van· Ti! (Ottawa); and Rep. Thomas J. Whinery (Kent) . The other three 
Legislators from the Grand Valley area were unable to attend only becau!>e of prior 
conflicting commitments . 
The meeting was arranged by L. William Seidman, chairman of the 
GVSC board of control. He said after the meeting, "We are highly pleased by the 
turnout of so many Legislators from our area who share with our many other supporters 
a determination to see Grand Valley State College sta_rt on schedule and grow into 
an outstanding educational institution of great service to the State and to the citizens 
of our area . " 
- more· -
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The meeting was also the occasion for the coilege's first president, 
Dr. James H. Zumberge, who was appointed to his position on February 9th, to 
be introduced to the members of the Michigan Legislature. His report to the 
Legislators present was designed, as he stated, "to be part of a _continuing :pro-
gram to keep Legislators informed. about our development because we believe 
that your full awareness of what we are doing will best help you to j~dge 9ur 
needs .II 
- 30 -
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I GRAND VALLEY TATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201 Michigan Ave., .W. 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
• 
NEWS RELEASE 
Written March 5, 1962 
A meeting to discuss the relationship of Grand Valley tate College's 
campus plan to the community development of Allendale township, in which.the 
college campus is located, will be held Wednesday, March 7 at 8 p. m. in the 
Town Hall at Allendale. 
Representatives of the college will include President James H. 
Zumberge, Philip,W. Buchen, vice-president, L. William eidman, chairman of 
the board of control, Robert Hotaling, of Michigan tate University's Institute for 
Community Development, and a member of the.Ann Arbor firm of Johnson, Johnson 
and Roy, site planners for GV C . 
. William Kenned , supervisor of the Allendale township board, and 
members of the township's zoning board, will represent the community. 
- 30 -
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201 1'4ichigan.Ave·nue, N. W. 
Grand Rapids,· l\1ichigan 
• 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written-March 8, 1962 
P ans for the Grand Valley St.ate Col eg!=l campus and . .Allendale town-
ship zoning were meshed at a meeting Wednesday night in.the .Allendale town 
hall of representatives of the col ege 'and officials of the township. 
James H. Zumberge, GVSC president, agreed on behalf qf the college 
to. imit ·initial development of access to the campus to the entrance way p anned 
' . - . ' 
for. the western side of the campus off 48th Street, provided the township-limits 
• I• 
I • 
commercial development to the northwest and southwest corners of the inter-
section of M-50 and 48th.Street. The peripheral area around the rest of the 
campus should be zoned residential "to keep Grand· Valley green", according to 
.,William and Carl Johnson of Ann.Arbor, site planners for the col ege, who pre-
sented to township officers their ideas on community development arqund the 
campus. 
"Our. meeting seems 'to assure the orderly development of Grand Valley 
State Col ege and its surrounding areas into a model col ege town," Zumberge 
stated. "It is gratifying to find such cooperation among the township officers 
. ' 
who can do so much to help Grand Valley become the type of col ege community 
for which we are aiming. " 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE CC)LLEGE 
I 
I 
Office of Administration 
201 Michigan. Avenue, N. W. 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written March 9, 1962 
The appointment of George T. Potter as assistant to the president for aca-
demic affairs was announced at the Grand Valley State College board of control meeting 
Friday, and action was taken on the request from various church organizations to de-
fine the college policy toward the use of the campus and its buildings for religious 
group activity. 
Po!ter, a 3 4-year old native of London,. England, will begin his duties with 
the college on June 15, at a salary of $10,000 a·year. He is at present associate di-
rector of extension education at the University of Alberta, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 
. a newly established branch campus of the university. Whi e there he has been chair
man of a committee to study the ideas of faculty, students and administrators· for the 
formation of a new university. 
Following his graduation from Oriel College, Oxford,University, where he 
completed an honors degree in politics, phi osophy and economics in 1955, Potter was 
appointed to assist with the administration of Oxford's extension program and was 
assistant dean of the Oxford University summer school. He emigrated to Canada in
1957, arid received his master's degree there in 1959. 
As his new title implies, he will work closely with GVSC president James 
H. Zumberge in planning the curriculum and .recruiting the faculty for Grand Valley. 
- more -
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In regard to the questions raised by church organizations as to the avail-
abi ity of studen~ chapel facilities, the board issued the following statement: 
Grand Valley State College recognizes the importance of religious 
activities as an integral but separate part of any state-supported in-
stitution of higher education. Board chairman L. Wm. Seidman appointed 
Dr. Icie Macy Hoobler as chairman of a committee to explore and study 
the entire problem for GVSC. Temporarily, students who are interested 
in religious meetings during the week will be welcomed to reserve meeting 
rooms in the student center for this purpose. 
, ' 
' 
The board also approved the appointment of R. D. Lautenbach as superin-
tendent of bui dings and grounds, beginning immediately, at an annual salary of $1,500. 
Lautenbach is at present superintendent of the college.-owned Grand Warehouse, and will 
supervise the renovation -of the farmhouse on campus to which the college will move its 
offices of administration about April 1. 
Ratification of the constitution for the Michigan Coordinating Council for 
Public Higher Education was also voted by the board, making Grand Valley the sixth of the 
state-supported colleges and universities to approve the constitution of the council, an 
organization recently formed to assess state-wide higher education needs and cooperate 
in meeting them. 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
201. Michigan Ave., NW
Grand .Rapids l, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
. Written.March 26, 1962 
Moving day for Grand Valley State College has been set for Friday, 
March 30; when the offices of administration will be shifted from the. Randall House 
in Grand Rapids to the remodeled farmhouse on the college campus near Allendale at 
the Grand.River and-West M-50. 
In two short weeks, the farmhouse has been turned into a pleasant 
and efficient office building, with a reception room,. two offices, a supply room and 
small kitchen downstairs, and four offices on the second floor. 
This remar able achievement is due in large part to the contribution of
the.AFL-CIO Grand Rapids Building and Construction Trades Council, whose business 
manager, David Almerigi, is a member of the GVSC Citizens' Council. It is estimated 
that at the time the work is completed, approximately 1200 man-hours will have been 
spent on the project. Seven carpenters, two plumbers, two painters, two electricians, 
and two carpet-layers have donated their time, and wor ing on a rush schedule,. will 
have. the building ready Thursday night. The work is being supervised-by R. D. Lauten-
. bach, GVSC superintendent of buildings and grounds. 
This is the second time that labor unions have responded generously to 
appeals from Grand.Valley. The first was 'during the capital fund drive of 1960, when 
.AFL-CIO unions throughout the 8-county area pledged $25,000, which was matched.by 
$25,000 from the International UnitedAuto Wor ers union. 
Many firms and individuals, including members of the West fyiichigan 
Contractors Association, promptly offere'd and supplied services, materials and equip-
;!· 
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ment, when the college was forced to vacate its Randall House offices and the budget 
division of the state department of c>dministration ruled that expenses of converting the 
college-owned farmhouse could not come out of GVSC operating funds. Since it was 
virtually impossible to receive an appropriation from the legislature within the time 
limit when the college had to move, GVSC officials decided to appeal to the public for 
help, and the response was immediate. 
The final touch to the remodeling will be provided on Friday, when 
l 
the entrance door to the college offices will be removed from the RandaH House and put 
in place on the front porch 9f the farmhouse. From then on, the college will be on 
campus, where construction of its first buildings will start this summer to be ready for 
students in the fall of 1963. 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
S b. t Move of the administration offices to the campus u 1ec: 
Moving day: Friday, March 30th, starting at 8:00 a.m. throu·gh the help of donated 
services. Newspapers and TV stations are arranging to give the move complete pic-
torial coverage. 
The place we are leaving: While the Randall House was operating, it proved to be an 
ideal place for our offices, but since its demise a month ago conditions here have been 
disagreeable and gloomy. The outer doors have been kept barred and entrance to the 
building could be obtained only by arousing the lone watchman. He was also the ex-
clusive but highly sporadic supplier of elevator service. Corridors to the office have 
gone unlighted. Cleaning service has. been non-existent, and the accumulated dirt 
has by now reached offensive proportions. The members of the staff will be glad to 
shake the sad impressions left by their last weeks of being leftover guests in a hotel 
that had closed its doors. 
The place we are going: . Waiting for us at the campus site is a building transformed 
from a rough and unkept 60-year old farmhouse to a neat, pleasant and efficient office 
building. And the transformation was accomplished in two weeks, entirely through 
wonderfully generous contributions of labor, materials, and equipment,. the value of
which exceeds anything we had imagined doing even if we could have gotten state 
money for the work. We never imagined it possible to get carpeting throughout, ac-
coustical tile on all the ceilings, rebuilt rooms and stairways, wood paneling on the 
walls of three offices, new plumbing, new electrical system, a brand new well-equip-
ed kitchen, new cement front steps, new steel stairwell railing, an air conditioner, 
a newly constructed storage and machine room with separate heater, a freshly graveled 
drive ay, and, yet to come, decorative knicknacks, a sign for the front yard and re-
painting of the entire exterior. But this much and more we have had contributed in a
display of enthusiastic support and generosity by the businesses, trade unions and 
individuals of this area that has truly overwhelmed us and leaves us feeling inadequate 
to express how truly thankful we are. Credit for the tremendous task of coordinating 
and supervising all the volunteer effort goes to Don Lautenbach, but everyone on the 
staff helped seek out willing donors. 
How to reach us by mail: We will be moving foto the service area of the Allendale 
post-office. Henceforth our mailing address will be: 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan. 
"College Landing" is our invention to serve in lieu of a street address, which would have 
no pertinence to the location of our campus buildings. It is our attempt to find an 
Copies To: 
Board of Control, State Officials, 
From: 
James H. Zurriberge 
8-County Dailies and TV. 
File No.: 12.6 Date: March 29, 1962 
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uncommon designation but one which for its "Landing" follows in the tradition of com-
munities located on a river and yet is appropriate to the space age. 
How to reach us by telephone: We will be on the Allendale exchange, which is the 
property of a local independent telephone company. The calling number is 895-4301, 
area code 616. All calls from Grand Rapids and beyond will be toll calls (requiring 
"112" before dialing our number or, from outside our area, before dialing our area code 
and telephone number) though this condition is expected to be overcome within a year 
by incorporation of the Allendale exchange into the Grand Rapids service area. We are 
immediately on a direct long-distance dialing connection, so, except for the burdens 
of a toll charge, we are just as accessible. by telephone as before. 
How to reach us by road: Coming from the east, take M-50 west from Grand Rapids, 
and, after crossing the Grand River bridge, look for 42nd Avenue. Our office is the, 
first house west of it on· the south side of the highway. Approaching from the west,· 
our office is the. third house east of 48th Avenue. An identifying sign will be in place 
in a few weeks. 
An invitation to see us in the new quarters: Any time, though our .formal house-warming 
with invitations to all participants in the workbee wlll not be held until we are com-
pletely settled. On April 13th we hope to have our first board meeting in the new 
offices. 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
NEWS RELEASE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written April 6, 1962 
The first campus project for Grand Valley State College since the office of 
administration was _moved to its renovated farmhouse on the college site is to provide 
homes for.the homeless --birds, that is. The college knows what it is to be faced 
with an eviction notice, having recently been forced to move from the now-defunct 
Randall Hous~ into"a farmhouse on the campus at M-50 and the Grand River. The new 
offices were remodeled and furnished through volunteer efforts of interested citizens of
the communit . 
Thus the college has a fellow·-feeling for the plight of the Michigan bluebird, 
whose natural homes in fence posts and tree stumps are rapidly disappearing as land 
is cleared and wooden feIJ.cing replaced by steel and barbed wire. 
At an invitation from GVSC, members of the Grand Rapids Audubon Club will. 
spread out over the 740-acre rural campus on Saturday to place specially constructed 
bluebird houses where they will attract tenants. The houses, made by members of the 
club, will be identified by number and their positions marked on a campus map. 
The Audubon Club will keep tabs on the bird population, and make a feather 
check later in the spring when the nesting season is in full swing to determine the 
results of its "Save the Bluebird" operation. 
According to Audubon Club president Chet Bergman, this is the first time 
that such a large scale re population experiment has been made in the area. "Bluebirds 
are all too few in our part of the country," he stated. "This effort will surely bring 
them back." He did not venture to explain how the birds would get wind of the low-
rent housing available to them but presumably it is by word-of-bill. 
GVSC will enroll its first students in the fall of 1963. In the meantime, it's 
open for the birds. 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN April 13, 1962 
Grand Valley State College board of control_, meeting for the first time on 
Frid 9y in the college's new administrative offices in its remodeled campus farm-
house, heard from President James H. Zumberge that GVSC has been awarded a
' further grant of $15 ,_O 00 from Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. to continue 
its designing of an integrated audio-video system for the college's first learning 
centers to be constructed starting this summer. 
The board also received a report on the earlier action of Governor John B. 
Swainson in making a revised recommendation to the Legislature for increasing funds 
to operate the college during the fiscal year 1962-63 from $185,000 to $229,780 
plus $40,000 anticipated to remain from current appropriations. 
The EFL grant supplements an earlier grant of $2,000 for preliminary plan-
ning of the audio-video system made on January 2 9, at which time the firm of Sol 
Cornberg Associates of New York City was retained by GVSC to work with Meathe, 
Kessler and Associates, college architects. 
As a result of this preliminary wor , the additional grant was given which 
will enable the Gomberg firm to design the audio-video system, to estimate costs 
of equipment and installation, to write instructions for bidders and evaluate bids, 
and to draw specifications and supply contract drawings for a communications 
center and for individual classrooms. Supervision of the installation and personnel 
orientation will be financed by the college. 
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The grant is conditioned on legislative appropriation of funds to con-
struct Grand Valley's first learning centers. Bills introduced, by all legislators 
from this area to allot Grand Valley $1,800, 000 for construction, are now under 
consideration by the state legislature. 
"I am extremely grateful to Educational Facilities Laboratories for making 
these funds available," Dr. James H. Zumberge, GVSC president, stated. "We 
must begin this college with an audio-video system fully adequate to demonstrate 
the advantages of going farther than any college has yet done in the use of audio 
and visual electronic services to make more effective and efficient instruction in 
all subjects we will be offering. The achievement of such a system is essential 
to the role which our college, as I see it, must plan in the service of higher edu-
cation in our own state, and in all states similarly obliged to meet by bold, new 
methods the demands for educating vastly increased numbers of students .. Educa-
tional Facilities Laboratories has made possible the planning of the most modem 
and comprehensive audio-video system available." 
The additional amounts in the Governor's revised budget requests for 
GVSC, President Zumberge, reported to the board will provide the needed library 
acquisitions for opening of the college to its qrst students in the fall of 1963. 
He said, "An adequate library is essential to a quality educational program, and 
the Governor's recommendations fortunately will enable us to start promptly to pur-
chase and process as many as 10,000 books over the next year." 
A revised plan for the second floor of the first learning center was sub-
mitted to the board, providing for a more efficient use of space for the student 
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carrels, study tables, stacks, and library staff working space. The plan was:
adopted as a result of conferences of Zumberge and GVSC architect Wilham Kessler 
with consultants Dr. Flint Purdy, head librarian of Wayne St.ate University, Robert 
Muller, assistant director of the University of Michigan library, and Dr. Wahlfred 
Erickson, head librarian of Eastern Michigan University. 
The board also learned that the deed for 100 acres on the western side of
the campus had been delivered by Ralph Sietsema to complete the 770 acre core 
site. The Sietsema land cost $30,000, bringing the total .cost of the core site to 
$316, 197. 61. Still under option are several parcels of land, with a total of 4 2 2 
acres, surrounding the campus core. 
'In a statement of policy on land use, the board recorded its decision that 
any portion of the campus land not immediately required for present needs of the 
,, 
college could be leased for agricultural uses, or for other uses consistent with 
the future needs of the college with the concurrence of the zoning boards of Allen-
dale and Georgetown townships. 
Prior to the board meeting the entire junior class of the Kentwood High 
.School visited the campus site. They were accompanied by Mr. John Andreasen, 
guidance director and Mrs. Donna Barnes, counselor. The 43 members of this 
class which started in the new Kentwood High School when it opened will be its 
first graduates in 1963 which is the year that GVSC will open its doors to students. 
End 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written April.19, 1962 
A work party from a Grand Rapids Junior College athletic 
' 
fraternity, the Squires  will meet at Grand Valley State College 
office .of administration on the college campus Sat rday morning, 
to help with clean-up work around the grounds of the newly 
occupied farmhouse office. 
T,homas Thurston, fraternity president  offered the services 
of his members to Grand Valley when the college first announced 
that it was moving, and now that remodeling work.is completed  
the grounds are in need of attention  
The work will be supervised by R. D. Lautenbach, GVSC 
, 
superintendent of buildings and grounds. Lunch will be served 
by the college. 
' 
-According to Lautenbach, there is a lot of outdoor work to 
be done on the college campus, and any groups that.are interested 
in donating their services should call him:at the college·offices. 
END 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan . . WRITTEN May 3, 1962 
NEWSLETTER to Citizens Council 
Now that·Grand Valley's offices have.been moved-to our campus farmhouse 
-- comple;tely renovated-by the generosity· of the many friends of the college in the com-
. . . . ' ' 
munity --· the chief topic of discussion at GVSC is the planning of the curriculum. Some 
. , . . 
. .· . 
preliminary 'work has already been done by Charles Potter, the assistant to •President 
I
.James H. Zumberge who will arrive from Calgary, Canada, on June 4, with his family, 
' . ' . 
to become. a· part of the college community. 
l 
A_ sub-committee on planning of the .Educational Needs Committee of the 
Citizens' Council under the chairmanship of Richard Vanderveen has met with Dr. Zum_-
berge to make plans to help: in developing materials which may be used-by all Citizens' 
1 I • • I 
' 
. 
Council membe.rs 'to explain the liberal arts educational objectives of Grand Valley. 
. ' . . . 
There will be briefing sessions by the college staff for the whole com~ittee on the pro-
,. ,- I • . • • 
' 
. . . 
gress of currict1.lum planning. 
,. 
' 
' 
* * * * * 
l:i • 
·1 ! : 
,Those of you .. who have been reading the reports from Lansing on.the acti
•i • • • 
vities of .the state, legislature are aware that appropriations will be considered very I • • • . • . • 
I 
shortly, among :them Grand Valley'. s request for'$}. 8 ~illion to begin qonstruction of its 
first buildings by mid-July. If the college is to continue with the momentum it has built 
' . 
. l 
. 
up, this ·appropriation is of vital importance. : We are confident that with the strong in-
. 
_. . I I 
terest our area ,legislators have shown in the college, our needs will be fully recognized 
;t. 
more 
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and met. 
On April 13, Grand Valley was awarded an additional grant of $15,000 from 
the Educational Facilities Laboratories to continue its designing of an integrated audio-
\ 
video system for the college's first learning centers. This grant is conditioned on legis-
lative appropriation of funds for construction. 
* * * * * 
Plans for the college library are now being considered, and the appointment 
of Grand Valley's head librarian will be announced shortly. A farmhouse just west of
the present offices of administration will become available this summer for the library 
staff, where the work will begin to select and acquire some 10,000 volumes necessary 
for a basic college library. The library itself will be located on the second floor of th_e 
first learning center, where stacks, study tables, and staff work space will be surrounded 
by individual stu9ent carrels. 
* * * * * 
· Wfth the announcement that Dr. John E. Visser, dean of G. R. Junior College, 
I, 
' is lea\ring to become executive assistant to the president of Ball State Teachers Coll_ege 
in Muncie, Indiana, Grand Valley says farewell to one of its oldest friends. Dean Visser 
has participated from the start in the planning for Grand Valley, and.last fall took a
three-months leave of absence from J.C. in order to help with the organization of GVSC . 
. We all are sorry to see him leave and wish him well in his new career. 
End 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN May 8, 1962 
The Grand Valley State College board of control, at its May meeting 
at 2 p.m. in the college offices at College Landing, Allendale, will hear plans pre-
sented by Carl and William Johnson, campus planners, to develop the natural 
beauty of the site at the same time that the first buildings are being constr cted. 
A program of soil, forest, and wildlife conservation is being planned 
with the co-operation of the West Ottawa Soil Conservation District and the Michi-
gan Department of Conservation, and nature walks in and around the ravines near 
the Grand river, where more than 25 kinds of spring wildflo ers have recently been 
identified, will be built. 
Se_veral buildings on the. campus are scheduled to be razed, and 
volunteer fire departments in the area have requ·ested permission to burn them to 
help with training in fire-fighting techniques. 
Following the board meeting, an open house will be held at the col-
lege office for volunteer contributors to its renovation. When GVSC learned in 
March that it must move from its space in the Randall House, and it found that no 
funds from its operating budget could be used for remodeling the campus farmhouse 
publication by news media of the college's dilemma brought many offers of equip-
ment, materials and labor. A framed scroll listing names of principal contributors 
will be placed in the reception room of the office, where approximately 200 persons 
invited to the open house will see it as they inspect the house and grounds. 
End 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
May-17, 1962 
Grand Valley State College today announced that it is sponsoring a 
competition for the design of a college seal, with $100, $50, and $25 
awarded as first, second and third prizes . 
The college, in its announcements sent to art galleries, colleges and 
commercial artists in the 8-county area, emphasized that it expects the de-
signs to be_ contemporary "in feeling, to reflect the fact that GVSC is a new 
college, established in the second half of the twentieth century. 
A panel of three judges, from galleries and art faculties in the area, 
will select the winning designs by August 15. GVSC president, James H. 
Zumberge will serve as a panel member to represent the college. 
The competition is open to the public. Final date for submission of 
entries to the college office at College Landing, Allendale, Michigan . is 
August 1 . The GVSC board of control will choose the seal to be adopted from 
among the first three winners. 
The seal will be used to authenticate college documents, and repro-
ductions of it will serve as a college symbol on publications and in other 
official capacities. 
(Note to newspapers: We would appreciate your printing the competition 
.rules and entry blank if space permits.) 
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, ALLENDALE, MICHIGAN 
GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE New Telephone: 
ALLENDALE 895-4301 
AREA CODE 616 
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Grand Valley State College is inviting entries to its competition to design a 
seal for the college, which will be used as authentication for its documents, and repro-
duced as a symbol of the college on publications arid in other official capacities. Because 
this is a new college, established in the second half of the twentieth century, a .contem-
porary expression of the college or its function will be given primary consideration. 
Rules for Entries 
1. Entries may be of any size,but must be capable of reduction to 1 l/2"overall. 
2. Entries must be submitted in black and white and in color. 
3. Entries may include the name of the college (Grand Valley State College) 
· and the date of founding (1960). 
4. Entries must be sent no later than August 1, 19 62 to: 
Grand Valley State College 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
.5. Judges will award $100 first prize, $50 second prize, and $25 third prize. 
6. More than one entry may be submitted by each competitor. 
7. The first three winning designs will b~come the property of the Grand Valley 
State College :Board of Control, and the design adopted by the board will 
be one of the three, although not necessarily the first prize winner. 
8. The decision of the judges will be final,. and if in their opinion no entry 
is of sufficient quality to merit a prize, none will be awarded. Announce-
ment of awards will be made August 15 . 
ENTRY BLANK FOR GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE COMPETITION FOR 
DESIGN OF A COLLEGE SEAL 
Name 
-----------------------
Address 
----------------------
Phone ________ .Position,..._ _________ _ 
(if student, please give school attending) 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN June 4, 1962 
State senate action to appropriate funds for the first two learning centers at 
Grand Valley State College has virtually made certain that construction will start on 
schedule early in August and the college will admit its first students in the fall of 1963, 
The senate Friday authorized Grand Valley to spend $1,500,000 on its first 
buildings, with $500, 000 of this to come from its own funds raised during a dri e con-
ducted in 1960-61. An additional $310,638 was appropriated for site improvement. 
Passage of the appropriations bill was expected by the house this week with no change, 
except for two amendments, one to consolidate capital outlays for construction and site 
improvement in order to make the most efficient use of the funds, and the other to 
authorize GVSC to spend an additional $20,000 of local funds for preliminary work on
the third learning center, due to be built in 1963, 
The architectural firm of Meathe, Kessler and Associates will submit final 
i ' detailed drawings and specifications of the first learning centers to GVSC officials on 
·Wednesday, and the next day will meet with A, .N, Langius, head of the building divi-
sion of the state department of administration, to recei e state approval. Following 
favorable action by GVSC board of control at its meeting June 15, a notice to bidders will 
be sent out. Thirty days are required for submission of bids, and two more weeks to let 
bids and draw up contracts, The timetable calls for actual construction to begin during 
the second week of August, with completion a year later. 
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-Senators from the eight-county area which GVSC will serve, including 
Perry W. Greene and Charles ·R. Feenstra of Kent county, Clyde H. ,Geerlings of Holland 
and Frederic Hilbert of Wayland, were instrumental ih J)Ushing the appropriation for GVSC. 
Additional support came from Frank D. Beadle of St. Clair and Garland Lane of Flint, who 
are leading members of the senate appropriations committee. 
The. senate also authorized $ 200, 000 for operating .funds for the coming year, 
I. 
of which half is state money and half is to come from the college's own funds  The col-
lege also has $40, 000 in unexpended funds from the current year. GVSC officials are now 
working on the '62-' 63 operating budget, in order to come within appropriations, which 
are $30,000 less than the college had requested. 
END 
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GRAND VALLEY ST.Ll\TE OLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
ollege Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Written June 15, 1962 
A weekend of curric lum planning is scheduled by Grand Valley State 
ollege officials to begin June 22 at Hidden Valley, Otsego, Michigan at which con-
sultants from .colleges and universities throughout the country will meet with GVS
president James H. Zumberge and members of his staff to disc ss the course of in-
struction for the new college's program. The first freshman class will enter GVS in 
the fall of 1963. 
onsultants will include Dr. Roger M. Heyns, vice-president for 
academic affairs, University of Michigan; Dr. Harry Jellema, professor of philosophy 
at Haverford ollege, Haverford, Pa., and former philosophy professor at alvin; 
Dr. Melvin Buschman, associate director of admission and scholarships, Michigan 
State University; and Stephen Ford, member of the library staff of the U. of M. who 
has recently returned from a year at the University of Baghdad as consultant in Library 
Development. 
In addition to Dr. Zumberge, GVS representatives will include Philip 
W. Buchen, vice-president for business affairs; George T. Potter, president's assistant 
for academic affairs; and L. William Seidman, chairman of the board of control. 
Expenses for the weekend are being underwritten by an anonymous donor, 
and will not come from 'college funds . 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WR TTEN June 21, 1962 
A check for $300 to provide a scholarship to Grand Valley State College 
for a Muskegon Community College student has been presented to GVSC president 
James H. Zumberge by William A. Poe, chairman of the Greater Muskegon section 
of the American Society for Quality Control. 
The funds will pay tuition and fees to Grand Valley for the three quarters 
into which the college is dividing its academic year. Although tuition has not been 
definitely set at GVSC, officials have stated that fees will be in the $70 to $90 
range. 
The student to receive the Muskegon scholarship will be chosen by a
committee from both institutions . 
GVSC also has a $300 fund for scholarship given by Mrs. E. J. Holstein 
of Grand Rapids in memory of her late husband. 
"We are hopeful that other organizations will contrib te to Grand Valley's 
funds to hel  students in need of financial aid," Dr . Zumberge stated. "GVSC is 
established to provide a college education to young people of the eight-county area, 
and only through scholarship and student aid funds can we make this opportunity 
available to all qualified students, regardless of their financial status. " 
END 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
' 
•: ~~ ' ~ \; f ' ,, 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
• "• '--• I' • ~ ) ~.-;i:. ;'--~ ' .,. 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
,WRITTEN JULY 13, 1962 
Tuition and fees for Michigan students at Grand· Valley State College was 
s~t at $90 per quarter by the GVSC board of control during its meeting Friday, and plans 
• ' ' I • 
were approved for publication of the first catalog 'in September. Authorization was also 
- ~ ' 
' given to begin construction .on the first,two learning centers in August to be ready for the 
• I \ ' 
first students of the new college in the ~all of 1963. 
The charges to students at GVSC are slightly lower than those at the 
University of Michigan, Michigan State and Wayne State Universities, but they are in 
line with charges at six of the other state-supporte_d universities and colleges. 9ut-of-
'--
state students will pay $ 225 per quarter at the new college,. making its charges for non-
' 
residents in line with those of most of the other state-supported universities and col-
l~ges. 
.The plans made by the board-to proceed with construction of the first college 
buildi'ngs this summer involved committing $900,000 of funds raised through the area-
wide fund drive conducted in 1960-61. An additional $910,000 has been appropriated 
by the Michigan Legislature to cover the balance of· construction costs. 
Chairman L, William Seidman, announced: "We urge all people, who,have 
J made pledges to our original fund drive to pay up their contributions as quickly as 
' 
possible, and we welcome further help at this time from all businesses, unions and 
individuals in the area who did not make a pledge before." 
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Approval was also given to the hiring of Stephen Ford, former librarian 
at the University of Michigan, as GVSC head librarian... Ford has been working .for 
GVSG since July 1, with offices in Ann Arbor, and will move to the college offices on 
September 1 after .a ranch-style house 200 feet from the present office will become 
available for use as temporary library headquarters. 
After experience in libraries at Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin; 
Southern Illinois University; Carbondale, Ill. and the. University of Michigan, Ford 
., 
spent last year on an assignment to start a library at the University of Bag~dad, Iraq. 
A revision of the 1962-63 budget to allow for a cut in operating .funds was 
also approved by the board., The college is to receive $100,000 from state appropriations 
and may use $100,000 of locally raised funds along with carry-over in state funds of 
$42,000 from the past fiscal year, for a total of $242,000. This sum represents a re-
duction of $33,000 from the original GVSC budget, and the board effected savings 
through curtailing the number of staff positions to be filled in the current fiscal year. 
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Office of Admtntittratlon 
College Landing 
Allendale, M1ch1qan
POil tMMBDIA?I Ra,ll8  
Wl.tfflM. JULY 25, 1962 
A orant from the ~1'11'.lw leldmln PounclltSon to lMaild and fumilh 
a coU.Qt.ate center on the Glend VaU.y ata• · College' CH1pu1 hat bNn reoetved 
today, it waa announced byQWC,....dltllt r-.. , H •. aamt.wroe. 
In ma tn9 the orant ,-1* 'I. Wfl•n, bNd .of the .fouadation, 1tatad, 
"We are oonvtnced of the need for a four-YMr 00U4199 ln tht.1 area to enable more 
of our JOUR9 people ~ NQltlW 1M binllltfltl of blOMI' •cation• Our 6:Nndatton 
ts glad to beve the ~ of MIPla9· ._ ~ty to ~- It.• 
,.. . . 
The collegtata oen•, ••tllllld w·'Meathe, leaai. and Aasoctetaa~ 
GVSC architiect1, will be lootted .adJ,aoot to thlt ftrfl two J.Nm1nl oentata on the 
~mpu• ·~ the ed',19 of the ravtiw ~ .. ~-u Oft wldob ._ ftnt 
. . 
81:l'Ucmftl wlll be looa*1·. lta ~ 1'UI: • • .... nenow __. • .,. an,hea 
. -, '/ . -,·.~ . . ,. 
and 8elcbtone factng that .......... ., .. ,, .. ming oantera. 
• • • ~ ' ' ' > 
raolltU.1 on .; fht aoo," ·id•t 00111Utelr •••.,-cloMd, wtU
. ' ' -.· -' ~- • . <: • . . • 
• .. • • .... • ••• · ~ ... ~··"O >· _-•' · .. _ ....... ~ .·· ·-.· 
·1no1ude a Ierve atudent lOWlfJlt wtdl ".,..,. ~-•• and two ••~ler IJl'OUP .,.., 
. 
. . · ... ·' •. '·:•.' ,', . ; •, . ~- . . 
ov«lootlng the ravtne, and•-~ ao.Pt.r .... too. aail ltiCllaen. A paved 
terrace will connect two willf• of ltae ---·· .. , .. 
•, • 0 ~ ' • • • > e 
,. t '', -~ . • 
The lower 19"1···......... -- ~. e book .... , atudent . . . 
acUVitS~•• offices, waamooat and meohartcal eq\llpa1nt. · llN of the bu1ld109 11 
10,000 IQUaN feet CMtrall; ffU.184 aoilt, With •lhlna•, ta f2SO,OOO •
• 
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"In behalf of the b<->,ud and the staff of the colle9<;, as well as 
the many future studc,nts t,) be benefited by the grant, l expn:-ss gn,at appr,,-
generous grant to GVSG," _Dr. Zumberge stated. He pointed out that this 
latest capital cont.rHmuon to the tnhlal development of the campus brings 
the total of assets raised from private -.ource~ in this area to more than 
one and three-quarters million dollara .. 
A.N. Langius, Director of the State Buildin9 Division, who has 
been supervising plannihg of the c,ampu1 and of the first academtc buildings, 
-
-
said: "This additional generous grant from private funds brings to the new 
campus a vitally needed additional faclUty for atudenta and faculty. lt wUl 
make the campus a moat attrective place from the Ume it opens· for 1ts first 
students 1n the fall of 1963." 
Cons_truction of th• center wtll begin ln the spring of 1963, wtth 
completion date about the Ume of.openln9 oi the colleoe in the fall of 1963. 
END 
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Office of Admi.lll:Hration 
College Lar:din,;;
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR tMMB IA'i'£ RELEASE 
W1UTTEN JUtY 25, 1962 
A grant from the Thomas ~rlti:r ~etaman Foundation to .buUd a.nc! fumlsh 
·, ' 
a collegiate center on. the C'.ira_ncl' ' all¢y Stare Coll~ge· campus has .been received· 
,; - ... ,.._ U .. I' ' : /J' 
.,. .. ti: ~-. . ' ,,, _--~· ,, ' 
today, it was announced·by (; SC:::presi'dent James,H •. Zum~rge-. 
- . , 
• 
In making the grdnt Ffaill'c ~,. ·Seidman, head. of the .foundation, stated,
"We are convinced of the nee'd for a four-year colle9e in .tnt.s area to enable more 
of our "yo~~19 people ~o recy)lve the benefits. o{ ~fgher·~dU<".ation. Our founda ttorl· 
~ " J- • 
is glad to have the opportuhi_~y Of.' helping, t~ comn,unltt to establ_i'sh ··tt~ !' 
~ . ., . 1 . _,_ 
" 
.. ,,: .. .. J ' i· • 
The collegiate center, 9esfg6ed' by··Meathe·, Kessler and Associates; 
- ,\ -~ :~' .,"'.'. ~- f• "' " ·• '" 
< a 
G &C .architects.,. wtU be located adJacent'.t6 '.the first: two learning centers .on the 
. -. ... . ·--· ,, ~- ·-.. ' 
J ,. • , '-.I~ I :· a, - " ·I 
campus aJ the edge. of the t~vine b§rd~d~g,,~~)pJ~te_au on'wht~h file,:ffrsl 
. ·t'.\ __ .. ~. _· i:,_--i_,, _~- _;,,~·_1'1}:~~';;:'.:,·r<~'i;·_·t_~~-O:,'. ___ ....... _ __., __ . _ ,t -· _ -:;,~--- _ }':. ·• 
structures wHl be·locatecf.· Its facade: wtll,use the same'narrQw. concrete arches 
., ,· ·_· ' . . ... . . ' ' ·. ' ' ' . /: ':". ,: :};:2;,;~:;\, \ -. . .. ·· . : : '. .. .,, .;; ". . '• 
and field"stone facing that are.;features;.,of ·tlie;learriing cente:rs!., .. "..,, 
·" · · ·····:· " • .. - ·- .. iJ', -- . . .. "i" ,·:. '· .... ~. ~- .... ',I r- .. ·- ·;--;;_;-~.-, ;.·,.,_; -· - . ,_. ~- •-- . . ' ', 
.. ·_·.. _ll. " "'~ . __ •,_ ~. -. \:·\J _:•, i/r}'.,-. :J __ / __ . • - . - • _.,_.[;·<.'i,. :· _ _ .. 
1FacHt ties on th'e.•flts t floor:/ almo·st complete! y glass~ericlosE?!i, wtil 
. . ~ .. - .. ; . ---.-: ~ ·; •- ·- .. l_; . ·-.~_-1 ?-~;t'.i :·i~J}j;f,.~ -· · __ · .,~ .. -~ . . ' . . '~ . . . .... 
'tnc~ui:fe 6 Jarg~ stu~ent't<>_urig~ Wttfl} s rl~~rj)lf~:J>lac:7-, .Snd t?i9 srnaJt¢r 91 ()Up . .areas 
.., i "' .-1: .I. ]j ,,;-;.. \ ::E .' ,. 
0
f :J ;-~ ~ ," ~ , ... 
overlooking the ravine, anQ a facu.ity'louiig~:i/~Ariifig: room.· ati'd  .kitchen. A paved 
... , ·.;. .., 
I. .' .'!'•' 
/.;,_ 1• ' .. 
~~-"·-;; ,... ,, 
~-__ ,,'l~ 1,1'· "S. 
,_, .!.t ~- ·. t .'C 
\' ;~~. 
' 
l..'; 
_.. ,/t i';: ::ci 
terrace wHl connect two wings of·the buildtngt>·,, 
• . .-,_ ';_ .·· -., ·._, ·;_ ._, ._. --~,-.-1.._>r''"_ -
..... _':. __ ,'I_' .. - .. .' .. ____ ·: ·.. -- - '·_ • 
·The lower level wi1~' cotita_in game rogms, a book store, studeht 
' ' 
act~vitte·s ~ffices·, washroorns and mechar11cai equipment.· Slz~ of the buHdtng is 
.. 
10,000 square feet overall;. estrm~ted cost; Wlthiur:rijshJ.ngs, ,1;9. $250,000. 
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"ln ~ha!f oi the board and the s iatf of the coile.Qt"l, as weil as 
the many futul'e students to be benefited by the grant, I exl/i"~SS gTaat appre-
genero.us grant t() G SG," Pr. Zurnberge s.ta ted. He Ji<>1nterl out that this 
latest capital contrtb,:tlon to the tntttal ~evelop,rtcnt of thG campus brings 
the total of assats raised from prlva te sourc::~1~ in this area to m,pre than 
one and three··quarters million dollars. 
A. N. Lang!us, irector of the State BuUdlng. tHvis!on, who has 
been supervt sing pla~nlhg ,of the, campus and of the first academtc ·buildings, 
( ~ - . .~ 
said: "This additional ·generous-grari; fi:om private funds brings to the new 
campus a vitally· needed additi9nal, facitllty for swdent~ and. facµlty., .It wlp 
make the ca:mpu·s a most a.ttraclfve place from the time; tt operis· for gs .first 
students in the fall of 1963 .'" 
Cons_tructlon of the center wUl,begin.in ihe spring of 196'3, _with . 
• ;J 
completion ~ate about the time of op~ning of·the college Jn the fall <:>f 1963. 
• 
' ' 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE MICROFJ LMED 
Office of Administration 
Colleg  Landing 
Allendale, Michi an 
'! 
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, JULY .30, 1962
WRITTEN July 27, 1962 
Invitat~on for i.ds to construct the first two learning centers at Grand 
Valley State Colleg , Allendale, Michi an, have een advertised y the Building 
' ' 
Division of the Michi an Department of Administration, with sealed ids due to 
e opened. ugust 23 at 2 p. m. in the Building Division office at Lansing. 
Bidding documents, including plans, specifications, and other perti-
nent information, can e seen y prospe tive idders in the Lansing offices of the 
Building Division; at the Dodge Reports, 640 Eastern Ave. S. E., Grand Rapids, 
and offices in Detroit, Flint, Kalamazoo and Lansing; and y Builders and Traders 
Exchang  members at their offices at 82 2 Cherry St. S. E. , Grand Rapids, and in
Detroit, Lansing and. Saginaw. 
Documents can also e o tained from GVSC architects Meathe, Kessler 
and Associates, Inc., 18000 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe. A deposit of $75 for one 
set of architectural, '$50 for one set of mechanical and $50 for one set of electrical 
documents is required. 
The Michi an legislature has authorized $1,810, 000 for the initial con-
struction, which includes professional fees, furniture and furnishin s, and site im-
provement. A little over half the money has een appropriated from state funds, with 
$900,000 to come from the money raised y GVSC in its volunteer fund drive. 
Construction is due to start at the end of this summer, with completion date 
in the summer of 1963, shortly efore the colleg  enrolls its freshman class. 
END
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, GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
Colleg  Landing 
Allendale, Michi an 
FOR MMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN JULY 5, 1962 
A panel of three has een named to judge the competition 
to desi n a seal for Grand Valley State Colleg , currently eing held y 
the colleg . Judges will e Walter H. McBride, director of the Grand 
Rapids Art Gallery; Professor Gerald Mast, associate professor of art of 
the University of Michi an Extension Service in Grand Rapids; and Mrs • 
. Eleanor Van Haitsma of Holland, former head of the art department at ;Hope
Colleg . Dr. James H. Zumberg , GVSC president, will serve as ,ex officio 
member of the jury representing the colleg . 
Deadline for entries to e received at the colleg  office of 
administration, Colleg  Landing, Allendale, is August l. · Prizes of $ 100, 
$50, and- $25 will e awarded, and announcement of the winners will e made 
August 15. 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
.IVJ ICROF! LMED 
Office of Administration 
College Landing i 
Allendale, l\:1ich~gan FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN AUGUST IO,. 1962 
A monogram on a quartered circle, submitted by an anonymous 
contestant, has been awarded first prize in the Grand Valley State College 
c9mpetition to design a college seal, it was announced today by GVSC president 
James H. Zumberge. 
The winning entry, one of 60 designs submitted by 23 entrants,. was 
found in the mailbox at the college office of administration, College Landing, 
Allendale, and bore no postmark. 
The panel of three judges, Walter McBride, director of the Grand 
Rapids Art Gallery; Gerald Mast, professor of art at the University of Michigan 
~Extension Sch~ol; and .Mrs. Eleanor VanHaitsma, former head of the art depart-
ment of Hope College, unanimously agreed on the winning design because of its 
sif!1plicity, contemporary feeling, and ease of reproduction in any size. 
The emblem is divided into four quarters by a horizontal and a
ertical line extending beyond the rim of the circle, with the date of the founding 
of the college, 1960, in small .numerals at the base of the ertical line. The 
four letters, GVSC, are placed one in each section of the circle, and the full name 
Grand Valley State College, surrounds the circle. 
No second prize was awarded by the judges. Third prize of $25 went 
to Robert DeGe s, 11 East St. , Coopersville. Honorable mentions were awarded 
., 
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to Charles E. Gilson, 55 Lafayette N.E., Grand Rapids, and to Richard L. Teachout, 
365 Netherfield N. W., Comstock Park. 
The $100 first prize will be donated to Jhe GVSC scholarship fund. 
The $50 second prize will be divided equally between.the two honorable mention 
winners. 
The two top entries will become the property of the GVSC board of 
control, and the seal which will become the college's official emblem will be 
chosen from between them before the next board meeting August 28. 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE . "' . "' ' • :. .. -~·: .: ' . 
Office of Administration 
:College Landing 
Allendale, · Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN AUGUST 23, 1962 
Gz:oun.d breaking ceremonies to signal the start of construqtion of 
·.;.,_,.:·')- . ··,_ ·~·-,tr·' ~--
the first two academic buildings at Grand Valley State College have been scheduled 
. . ' l ' 
to take place August 28 at 1 O: 30 a. m., following opening of bids for construction 
. 
. ' :l . 
today at the office of the state Building Division in Lansing. 
Low bidders for architectural trades were Owen Ames Kimball Co. , 
' I 
of Grand R~pids, with a bid of $1,027,668.00. Second low bidder was De Young 
l , 
and Ba gin Co. , Grand Rapids, at $ 1, OS 6,436.00. 
Low bid for mechanical work was VanderWaals-Troske, of Gran_d 
Rapids, who bid $328,435.00., and for electrical work DeFouw Electric Supp!y Co . 
of Holland whose bid was $172,340.00 . 
. ' 
Acceptance of the bids for the three separate phases of the contra<:::t- , .,, 
. 
. t ~·-~.;._f" .. ··. :}~~·.:;;,.·._ 
will be dependent upon action of the board of control of the college. The aggregate · 
. 
. 
~ 
bid of $1,528,443.00 was within 9% of the college's estimates. 
. . 
The ground breaking c~reinonies, to which .the public.is invited, will 
? 
be held at the site of construction on .the col~ege c~mpus, College Landing, Aflendale. 
,, 
Gov. John B. Swainson wUl give the principal address. The program will inclµde 
! 
brief remarks by James H . . Zumberge, GVSC president, L. William Seidman, chairman : :~ . 
,1 
.of the college board of control, and .Adrian N. Langius, head of the Building 'ivi~ion. 
MORE .• , l ~ • 
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David E. Dutcher, chairman of the GVSC citizens' council, will be master of 
ceremonies. The Rev. Roy,W. Marshall of Spring Lake will give the. invocation. . i 
Music will be provided by the Coopersville High School band. 
Invitatior;1s to 'a picnic lunch following the ceremonies have been sent 
~-
to Michigan legislators, presidents of Michigan colleges and universities, 
members of the GVSC citizens' council, and others who have worked with and for 
the college in the past two years. 
The first two academic buildings are scheduled for completion in the 
. I 
sum!'fler of 1963, shortly before the enrollment of the first freshman class on ' 
September 26, 1963. 
A third building, the collegiate center, the funds for which were ~onated 
I 
by the Thomas Erler Seidman Foundation, will also be ready for use by the. op~ning 
date. Construction on this building will begir;1 in early 1963. 
r 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
I 
·Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
-FOR RELEASE MONDAY, AUGUST 27, 1962 
WRITTEN AUGUST 24, 1962 
Action on operating and capital outlay budget requests for 1963-64 
will be asked of the Grand Valley State College board of control at its meeting 
August 28 at 2 p. m. at the college offices. The appointment of Dr. H. Weldon 
. Frase as admissions officer, as of September 1, will also be submitted to the 
board. 
Dr .. Frase, who is presently director of the Grand Rapids.Center 
for Continuing· Education of Michigan State University, was formerly principal 
of Godwin Heights. Elementary School and of Wealthy Street Elementary School 
in.East Grand .. Rapids. He received his B. S. from the University of Wisconsin 
in 1940, and follo ing service with the U.S. Army infantry in the Pacific theater 
from 1941 to 1945, received his M. . from Northwestern University. In 1958 he 
received an. Ed. D. from Michigan State University. Dr .. Frase, his wife, and 
daughter reside at 1635 Hutchinson, S. E., Grand Rapids. 
The board will also be asked to approve the financial report for the 
year ended June 30, 1962, and to authorize contracts for architectural services 
of Meathe, Kessler and Associates for the preliminary plans for the third academic 
building. Approval will also be asked for the appointment of Mrs •. Celia Brown of
Spring Lake as secretary-bookkeeper. 
MORE 
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,The winning design in the competition to design a college seal, 
' 
submitted by -an anonymous entrant,. will be adopted by official board action 
at the-meeting. 
' \, 
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Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
• 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
-WRITTEN AUGUST 28, 1962 
Approval of the 1963-64 budget for capital outlay and operating expense: 
was voted by the Grand Valley State College Board of Control at its meeting today 
in the college offices, and action was t~ken .. to authorize contracts· for construction 
of the first two academic buildings to the lowest qualified bidders, after receipt 
on Friday of revised bids based on altered proposals and approval by the State 
Administrative ,Board. 
Main.items in_GVSC's proposed requests from state funds under capital 
outlay include $1,105,000 for construction .of the third classroom building and 
$38,000 for plans for the fourth classroom building. A total of $1,853,300 will 
be asked. This amount will also provide site work and planning, a dressing and 
shower room, and plans for a science building and.service buildings. 
' 
The operating budget requests total $969,494 .in order to provide all needed 
' 
.instruction.and services ·for the students of the college in.their first year, sta~ting 
i 
September of 1963. The amount includes salaries. for new faculty members starting 
. . . 
July -1, 1963 so that they may develop the courses which. they will be teaching in J . • 
I  
the fall. 
The change in:proposals for theJirst two academic buildings is designed-to 
reduce the costs substantiallY, and-thus come within.the amount appropriated from 
. state funds and .authorized for expenditure from• Grand Valley's money raised in.its 
i V
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fund drive. Request for new bids have been made to the' low bidders on .the initial 
proposals. Action on the modified bids will be taken,by the. State Administrative 
Board .in ,its meeUng next week. 
The board als.o approved .the appointme'nt of Dr. H. Weldon Frase, former 
director of the Grand Rapids Center for Continuing Education of Michigan ,Stat'e 
University as GVSC admissio11s officer, as of September I. 
Other :action taken.by the board included acceptance of the financial 
statement for the year ending June 30, 1962; authorization of contracts f9r 
architectural services of Meathe, Kessler and .Associates, Inc. , for preliminary 
plans for the third academic building; and appointment of Mrs .. Celia Brown of 
.. Spring Lake as secretary-bookkeeper. 
The request by Albert Kraker for release of a 10-acre parcel of land 
north .of M-50 from the option now held by the college was granted conditiol'!ally, 
along with release of areas for use by the Otta~a County Road Commission to build 
water and sewage facilities to serve the college and.the surrounding area. Service 
. . l -·. 
contracts for the coming year with public utilities were authorized. 
The winning design in.the competition to design a college seal, submitted 
by ,an,anonymotis entrant, was adopted by board action. 
END 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE.RELEASE 
RITI'EN AUGUST 28, 1962 
A crowd of more than 500 gathered under sunny skies today to witness 
ground breaking ceremonies at Grand Valley State College, symboli ing the 
beginning of construction of the first two academic buildings on the college 
campus. 
A technical hitch delayed the explosion of a charge of dynamite which was 
intended to climax the speech of Governor John B. Swainson, but the charge was 
detonated soon after·by GVSC Buildings and Grounds Superintendent Robert D. 
Lautenbach, to show that GVSC was off with a bang in its building program. 
Governor Swainson stated, "I am proud that I have been associated with 
Grand Valley since its beginning and have done what I could to help its progress." 
The governor pointed out, "Iri view of the constant challenge of a cold war 
adversary who has given top priority to education as the means toward national 
strength and power, there is much in:Michigan's educational system in which we 
can .take great pride, " and that Grand Valley State College will take its part in 
I • . • 
providing for Michigan'.s youth the finest education to be obtained any placedn 
I ' 
this country. 
The ceremonies began when a flag was raised by a color guard from the 
Grand Haven Coast Guard Station during the playing of the National Anthem. 
David. E. Dutcher, chairman of GVSC citizens' council, reviewed high points 
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of the history of the college before introducin~L .. illiam _Seidman, GVSC Board 
of Control chairman·. 
Seidman thanked the many citizens and legislators who had helped 
establish GVSC, with a special bow to Swainsor:i for his assistance. 
James H. Zumberge, GVSC president, outlined the plans for GVSC's 
freshman year program of liberal arts studies, and announced that the college 
• t • 
·' . i,~,t ·~ I: •-•:· ' • 
admissions office would be opened September i to prepare to receive applications 
from prospective students. 
. . 
August 5, 1963, was announced as the target date for completion of 
construction of the first two buildings by Adrian N. Langi us, director of the 
building division of the State Department of Administration. "This is the first 
. . . -
"' ., - . ~ 
new state supported college to be established in 60 years, 11 Langi us stated, and i . ' . . 
added that the buildings embodied a new concept in educational structures, witt_\ 
their flexible classrooms and individual study spaces, 
f 
. ,, 
• 
I 
Music-for the _ceremonies was p_rovided bYi the Co~persville High School , 
l ' 
Band. The flag and flagpole were gifts of the Grand Rapids· Junior Chamber of 
I 
Commerce, and the speakers' stand was donated by the Blink Lumber Company 
. l ' 
and the Grand Valley Redi-Mix.Company. i 
Following the. c~remonies, a picnic.lunch was served to guests of the 
college .• 
END 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
, .MICROFILMED 
· Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
· FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN AUGUST 31, 1962 
Bids on the revised specifications for the construction of the first two 
academic buildings at Grand Valley State College were opened today at the office 
of the state Building Division in Lansing. 
Low bidders for architectural trades were Owen 'Ames Kimball Co., of 
Grand Rapids, with a bid of $913,668. This represents a reduction of $114,000 
from the bid submitted by the compan  on the original specifications for these 
buildings. 
DeFouw Electric Supply Company of Holland brought in a new low bid of
$164,340 for the revised electrical trades work. This is a reduction of $8,000 
from their low bid submitted on the original electrical plans. 
No changes had been made in the specifications for mechanical work. The
original low bid for this phase of the construction was.$328,435, submitted by 
VanderWaals-Troske of Grand Rapids. 
The Board of Control of GVSC approved the revised specifications for the 
buildings at its meeting held-August 28th and authorized the award of contracts 
for construction to the lowest qualified bidders after approval by the State Ad-
ministrative Board. 
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The revised bids will be consi.dered by the State Admini'strative 
Board at its meeting to be held .on Tuesday morning, September 4th, and it 
is expected that contracts for the construction of the buildings, to the 
total amount of $1,406,443, will be awarded at that time. 
END 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
MiCROFILMED 
Office .of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
SEPTEMBER 10, 1962 
An electronic study station, fitted out with individual receivers 
for audio and video material as well as conventional study aids, is now on
display at the office of Grand Valley State College, as a prototype of equip-
ment to be a feature of the college's first academic building. 
GVSC plans call for each study station, or carrel, to be shared by
two students, one using it for study while the other is in classes. The carrels 
will be grouped around a central library on the second floor of the building. 
They will be equipped with a writing space, storage for books and clothing, 
and an individually controlled reading lamp. 
The array of electronic aids to study are assembled on a vertical 
panel at the back of each desk top, with a control panel, miniature TV screen, 
and microphone. Speakers are mounted in side panels of the carrels. Seated 
in the carrels, students will be able to listen to recordings or tapes, practice 
language exercises, or tune in on the college's closed circuit T. V. Acoustic 
paneling is built into the carrels in order to insure audio and visual privacy. 
The carrels now on demonstration at the college, a pilot project of six 
units, were designed by Meathe, Kessler and Associates. They were constructed 
by the American Seating Company of Grand Rapids, leading manufacturer of 
MORE 
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school furniture, under the direction of B. William Hendrickson, manager of 
the Research and Development division. The audio-vis al devices were planned 
and installed by Sol Cornberg and Associates of New York, through aid of a 
grant by Educational Facilities Laboratories, an affiliate of the Ford Foundation. 
By means of .a dial on his instrument panel, similar to a telephone 
dial, a GVSC student may choose any of a number of sound recordings or video 
tapes for: help in his review of class work, or he may actuate his own micro-
phone for recording his voice on tape. 
Plans have been made to take advantage eventually of all the most 
modern methods for originating and distributing audio-vis al materials, though 
the extent of their use will depend on availability of funds to purchase equip-
ment. 
During freshman orientation programs at the colleg~, beginning with 
its first class in September, 1963, students will become familiar with the 
workings of their carrels and will be shown how their use encourages independent 
study and research, one of the primary aims of the college program. 
END 
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GRAND VALLEY',,J'.ISTATE COLLEGE MiCROFILMED 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
SEPTEMBER 12, 1962 
Grand Valley State College has released details of a new program 
to provide scholarship aid to students entering the college in the fall of 19 63. 
A brochure outlining the program is now being distributed to com-
munity and service organizations throughout the eight county area. 
Philip W. Buchen, college vice president said, "This appeal is 
being made now so that the many organizations in the area can consider this 
proposal while they are making plans for the coming year's activities. We 
believe this program will receive their support and that through their action we 
shall be able to admit needy students to the college in our first year of operation." 
Annual tuition fees at the college have been set at $270 per student. 
It is hoped that each group that agrees to participate in the scholarship program 
will contribute this amount. 
Details of the scholarship program and applications for admission 
to the college will be sent out to area high schools when the college catalog 
is released later this month. 
END 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE MICROFILMED 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN SEPTEMBER 14, 1962 
New developments and long range plans at Grand Valley State College 
were on display today for State Senator Frank D. Beadle (R., St. Clair), Senate 
leader and member of the appropriations committee who headed the writing. of the 
higher education .budget last May. 
A proponent of GVSC since its early days, Beadle expressed enthusiasm 
for the way in which the college is progressing both in the development of its 
campus and buildings and in its academic program. 
The Senator, accompanied by his wife, took time out from his campaign 
for re-election to his seventh term in the senate to attend the convention of the 
Michigan Real Estate Association in Grand Rapids Thursday, where he was toast-
master at the concluding banquet. 
Beadle first toured the 770-acre campus in Ottawa county, and watched 
bulldozers and earthmovers at work on construction of the first two academic 
buildings, due for completion in .August, 1963. 
GVSC staff members demonstrated the sample electronically equipped study 
carrels which have recently been installed in the college office of administration, 
and outlined to him the proposed expansion .of the college over the next five years. 
A discussion.of the college program, illustrated.by proofs of GVSC's 
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forthcoming catalog, led the senator to remark that the college staff and the 
many people who had contributed to its start were engaged in an exciting and 
challenging adventure which has great promise for the students of this area. 
GVSC vice president Philip ·W. Buchen told Senator Beadle he 
appreciated the visit so that he could show Beadle how the state 1 s money, some 
$900,000 in capital outlay and $100,000 in operating expense, was being used 
in the development of the new campus. . An equal amount is being provided 
from GVSC's own funds to finance the academic buildings and operating 
.budget. 
END 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
-College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN SEPTEMBER 24, 1962 
The arrival of the first catalogs and admissions application blanks 
at Grand Valley State College signalled the opening of GVSC' s doors to 
student applicants, according to H. Weldon.Frase, admissions officer. 
Frase plans to meet with principals and guidance counsellors of the 
9 2 high schools in the eight-county area surrounding the college to acquaint 
them with the college's admissions requirements and program of study for its 
first two years. GVSC's first freshman class will enroll in September of 1963. 
Later meetings with high school students are planned by Frase, in 
connection with scheduled "College Nights" and in group discussions at 
various schools. 
The catalog was designed by Richard L. Teachout of Grand Rapids. 
It uses as a unifying" theme a stylized version of the concrete arches that 
are a feature of GVSC's first buildings. 
Admissions requirements for regular admission to the college are the 
completion of an approved program of studies at an accredited high school 
and the recommendation of the high school principal. The high school 
program should include three years of English, three years of mathematics, 
science, or a combination of both, and three years of social studies. 
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M!CROf!LMED 
Provision is also made for applicants who do not meet these requirements, by 
asking them to take the scholastic aptitude test .of the College. Entrance 
·Examination Board . 
The foundation program to ,be ta en by all students 'in their freshman 
l 
year consists of the art of self expression, the history of Greece and Rome, 
introduction to moral philosophy, problems of American society, introduction 
to mathematics, the foundations of life, frontiers. of science, and a choice 
of French, German, or Russian. Exemption to the mathematics or language 
requirements can be granted by a satisfactory score on the College Board 
achievement tests in either field. 
Those granted such exemptions will be able to elect courses in fine 
arts, music, advanced mathematics, and second year languages .. 
Second year courses will be divided among the humanities, the social 
sciences, and the natural sciences, with students required to ta e at least . 
two courses in each division. 
The college calendar is divided into three quarters. In each quarter 
a student will ta e three subjects, ma in9 a total of nine for the academic year. 
A summer quarter is also scheduled,, so that a student can attend college year 
around and complete requirements for graduation in three calendar years. 
Tuition and fees have been set at $90 a quarter for Michigan residents, 
and $225 for out-state students. A $5 application fee is required of all applicants. 
Freshman conferences and orientation will be held September 26 and 27, 
1963, and classes will begin September 30. 
END 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
.. - . - . . 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN OCTOBER 1, 1962 
The first two student applicants for admission to Grand Valley State 
College arrived on c?mpus Monday for interview with H. Weldon Frase, GVSC ad-
missions officer, as part of the procedure which each prospective member of the 
' . 
college's first freshman class will follow. 
Diane Hatch, 16, 1473 Division, a senior at Muskegon High School, 
filed application number one, which stated her career preference to be teaching. She
has maintained a B ,werage during her ~igh school program, with majors in history 
and French. 
Edward R. Kryger, 17, 1344 Dartmouth, B+ student at Union'High School, 
also plans to enter the teaching field. Both applicants mentioned that the two main 
reasons for applying to GVSC were an interest in a liberal arts education and the 
necessity for attending a college within driving distance of their homes  
Requirements for admission to GVSC include completion of an approved 
program of studies at an accredited high school. In addition to high school grades, 
standard test scores as well as the principal' s recommendation will be used. Ap-
plicants who do not meet these requirements must take a recognized scholastic apti-
tude test. Each candidate will be personally interviewed with a view to accepting 
freshmen who are capable of successfully completing the four year program. 
Dr. Frase indicated that if GVSC operating budget proposals for 1963-64 
are approved, it would be possibie to admit up to 400 qualified students in the first 
freshman class  Closing date for applications is March 1, 1963. Decisions of the 
admissions committee will be sent out by May 1, 1963. 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
-.... 
\W\lCROf\t r. ·-~, 
Office of Administration 
· ,College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WR TTEN OCTOBER 9, 1962 
A report on the progress of construction of Grand Valley State 
College's first two academic buildings will be presented to the GVSC board 
oi control at its meeting October 12 at College Landing, Allendale. 
Excavation .is completed for Learning Center i2, 75%. of the 
wall footings have been poured, and 35% of the concrete basement walls. 
Learning Center il is partially excavated, and the west 
footings .. are ready to pour. A 4-inch well has been driven to a depth of 263
feet and is now in operation .for construction use. 
Although some time has been lost due .to weather conditions, 
the job is essentially on schedule. 
A gift of $500 for the capital outlay fund from the Federal-Mogul 
. Workers' Association of Greenville will be formally accepted, as will a total 
of $1,017 for the John E. Frey memorial scholarship fund. 
Action will be taken to approve the appointment of Mrs. Arlene 
Henkel as secretary in the admissions office. 
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• MICROFILMED 
GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration· 
College Landing 
. Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN OCTOBER 12, 1962 
An increase of capital outlay requests for the year 1963-64 was approved 
by the Grand Valley State College board of control at its regular meeting held 
Friday at the college offices near Allendale. 
The capital outlay budget request amounting to $2,794,765, provides:',for 
a third general classroom building, a central utilities plant, funds for utilities 
and site development and for the construction of a dressing_ and shower room 
facility. Other items incl ded in the request are funds for planning a fourth 
academic building, .a science laboratory building and a central library. 
The board of control, at a previous meeting had authorized capital outlay 
requests amounting to $1 • 8 million but increased the figure to enable an earlier 
start to be made on the construction of the utilities building that will meet the 
growing needs of the college. 
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lPOR XMMEDl!ATE RELEASE 
WRJ!'ll"l'EN OCTOBER 19, 1962 
Prospective students at Grand Valley State College have indicated 
that they would be blterested in finding student housing near the campus. Xn 
view of this, tlhe college would like to be able to list available rooms for 
rent in the nearby area, beginning with the arrival of the first freshman class 
in September of 1963. 
Householders who are interested in renting to students, or making 
arrangements for students to work for room and board, should call the college 
office, Allendale 895-4301, in order to have their facilities listed. 
A college code for off.:.campus housing wUl be established, and 
an inspection based on this wUl be ma~e by a member of the staff after the 
first of the year. 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
RITTEN OCTOBER 22, 1962 
The Grand Haven Rotary Club today announced the grant of a
tuition scholarshi  for a student of the area to attend Grand Valley State 
College for the 1963-64 academic year. 
The scholarshi , in the amount of $270, is the first one to come 
from a service club in the eight county area GVSC will serve. 
The Rotary Club, according to Henrik E. Stafseth, president, will 
turn over the money to the Tri-Cities Educational Foundation for administration. 
The foundation, originally established by Rotary to assist young people in their 
pursuit of higher education, receives support from the entire community. At
present, it is financing, in whole or part, college educations for seven students 
from the greater Grand Haven area. 
Details of the method of choosing the recipient will be discussed by 
the foundation board of directors and the college staff. 
"The college acknowledges with great appreciation the generous grant 
of the Grand Haven Rotary Club," GVSC president James H. Zumberge stated. 
" e hope this scholarshi  will be the first of many from service clubs and other 
organizations in our area, so that qualified students will be able to attend GVSC
regardless of their financial status.  
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Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
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MICROFILMED 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
RITTEN OCTOBER 11, 1962 
Full four'-year scholarshi s for a member of each class at Grand Valley 
State College will be awarded -by the Hupp Corporation for children _of employes 
of its Gibson Refrigerator Division in Greenville, it was announced today by 
John O • . Ekblom, Hupp bqard chairman, and Don H. Gearheart, president. 
The scholarshi s will bear the name of the Hupp board chairman. They will 
provide $270 for the full cost of tuition and .fees for the academic year., with an .ad-
ditional $5 0 a year to be used for the purchase of books . 
. ith the Hupp officers for the announcement were GVSC president James 
H. Zumberge, C. J. Gibson, Jr. , president of the Gibson Division, and Anthony 
DeFino, Hupp executive vice president . 
The program will begin with the enrollment .of GVSC's first freshman class in 
September of 1963. One recipient will be chosen each succeeding year, with each 
scholarshi  renewable for the full four years. 
Selection of the scholarshi  students will' be based on high school grades 
and . recommendatior1;s of the candidate's high school principal. The award winners will 
be chosen ·by the college staff, who will take into account such .factors as fin _ancial 
need, motivation and character. 
Commeting on .the grant,. Ekblom said, "The future of industry, of free en.terprise 
and of the country itself is in direct ratio to the ability of our children to learn and ad-
vance those principles which have .made this such .a great nation . e at Hupp cor-
poration and its' Gibson Refrigerator division are happy to be a part of the community's 
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new higher: educational program, and congratulate Dr. James H. Zumberge and .the
college board members on the fine progress made. 11 
Dr. Zumberge said that this form of scholarshi  is· the first of its kind. for 
GVSC. "Mr. Ekblom and his associates are pioneering with this approach. I am
sure they are showing the way to others. 11 
Application forms for the John O •. Ekblom scholarshi s are available at the 
Gibson personnel department. They must be submitted ,by -February 1, 1963, after 
students have applied for admission to GVSC. Announcement of the award will be 
made on or before May L 
END 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN NOVEMBER 1, 1962 
The plan and development of Grand Valley State College .buildings 
and .campus will be a feature display at the Michigan Association of School 
l 
Boards convention, to- be held November 8 and 9 at the Civic Auditorium in 
Grand Rapids. 
GVSC architects Meathe, Kessler and Associates, will pa'rticipate 
in the. rchitectural Plaza in the Civic Exhibition Hall by sho~ing their plans 
for the first section of the campus site to be developed and renderings of the 
academic buildings now under construction at the GVSC campus. in Ottawa 
County. 
The Architectural Plaza is sponsored by the Michigan Society of 
Architects and will show recent and current school construction throughout 
the state. 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale , Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN NOVEMBER 8, 1962 
A tuition scholarship to Grand Valley State College for the academic 
year 1963-64 has been granted by the Grand Charter Chapter of the American 
Business Women s Association of Grand Rapids, it was announced today by 
Mrs. Donald Fuller, president of the Association. 
The scholarship for $270 will be awarded to a girl living in the Grand 
Rapids area. A list of candidates will be submitted by the college to the 
Association, who will make the final choice of t):le recipient. 
GVSC president James H. Zumberge stated, "I wish to express my 
appreciation to the Business Women s Association for their generous grant. 
Its scholarship, and others we may receive, will do a great deal to assure that 
the first freshman class will be made up of qualified students, regardless of 
their financial resources." 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
_Office of. Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN NOVEMBER 15, 1962 
Literature "from Adams to Wordsworth" arrived at the Grand Valley 
State College library today as the result of the college's first major acquisition. 
The collection of 2,000 books was purchased from the widow of a Kenyon College 
English professor at a cost of $1,150. 
According to Stephen Ford, GVSC librarian, the collection includes 
·sets of standard authors and some rare material. About 1,500 of the volumes will 
be kept, and the others sold or traded. 
"A collection such as this is a good way to begin," Ford said. "It 
is a low cost way to acquire the classics that are an essential part of a quality 
· liberal arts library. " 
Ford's first step in planning the GVSC library consisted in getting 
"books about books", including the Library of Congress complete list and various 
publishers' catalogs. Ford has used his experience in setting up the new under-
graduate library at the University of Michigan in planning for GVSC. In his own 
field of the humanities and history he can do his own choosing of basic wor s, and 
in the scientific fields relies on lists from authorities. 
The library budget for '62-'63 allows $40,000 for books and periodicals, 
and with that amount Ford hopes to acquire 10,000 volumes by the time the .college 
opens in 1963. 
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Some books will be duplicates from other: state college libraries. 
GVSC has already received material from' the University .of Michigan, Delta College, 
Flint College and Eastern Michigan University. Gifts .from the public are welcomed, 
with the understanding that GVSC will use only those that are appropriate to under-
graduate education. 
Ford plans to use this year's budgeted funds for the purchase of 
reference wor s, standards, and classics. Next year's expected funds will be used 
to acquire more specialized material requested by faculty members. It is hoped that 
GVSC's first faculty will be able to look over the library and make suggestions for 
additional source material and outside reading before classes begin. 
GVSC will make extensive use of microfilm for back issues of periodicals 
and continuing issues of news apers. Reading machines for microfilm material 
will be .available for student and .faculty use, although Ford has not yet decided how 
many are necessary. No comparable liberal arts college has the amount of micro-
film GVSC contemplates, so there is no reliable indication.of how heavy the use 
will be. 
Copying equipment will also be available for in-library u.se, for those 
who need to photos tat excerpts from books and articles for use outside the library. 
-With GVSC's emphasis on independent study and research for its 
students, Ford believes there will be more reliance on source material and less on 
textbooks in .many fields. He is inv~sting in paperbacks of standard wor s, not 
only·because of the saving in cost, but also because he and other librarians have 
. 
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found that students will read a paperback and reject t,he same book in a hard 
cover. 
"It may .be the attractive covers, or the lightness .in weight,"· Ford 
said. "But students seem to be eager to read paperbacks. Since any library's 
maih purpose is to get its books used_, we contemplate choosing a paperback 
over a hard cover when both are available. " 
The library staff will also oversee the college bookstore's original 
stock, which will include "recreational reading," as well as class~required wor s .. 
Ford plans to build a library of 60,000 volumes by 'the time GVSC 
begins its third year of operation, with a view to providing a quality library for 
liberal arts education. 
''We plan to. process and catalog our books as efficiently as possible, 
so that they can move smoothly from stacks and storage to the students'" he said. 
By effecting savings in this operation; we can put a <;1reater percentage of our funds 
,. 
into the books themselves. It .is the books that will help to make GVSC the out-
standing institution for which we are aiming." 
END 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of.Administration 
College. Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN NOVEMBER 27, 1962 
-A report on the campus plan of Grand Valley State College will be presented 
.. Wednesday to the Building Research ·Institute 1962 Fall Conference in .Washington, D .. C. ,
by Philip W. Buchen, GVSC vice-president. 
Called "The Add-A-Building Plan for a New Campus", Buchen's presentation 
will describe the initial construction program for GVSC and the long range plan for the 
campus. Because the cost of building a complete college, with the number and di-
versity of buildings characteristic of established campuses, is overwhelming, state 
legislatures hesitate at appropriating the necessary funds. Moreover, a new college 
would requir~, years before it could make full use of a campus complete with all 
facilities, 
. From these two facts, the plan at GVSC was formulated. The first buildings, now 
under construction to be ready for the freshman class in September, 1963, will provide 
for the academic needs of the students and faculty, with library faculty offices and 
student study carrels, as well as classrooms of various sizes, 
As the student body increases, new buildings will be added to duplicate the 
original academic building, with each to serve as a small college for its own students 
within the larger college. Thus GVSC will be expanded at an orderly rate, with the 
.,.,.., · costs spread out over the .. next,decade·. 
The Building Research Institute was founded as a unit of the National Academy 
of Sciences- National Research Council in 1952, and is an independent forum for the 
interdisciplinary exchange of building science information. 
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I GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WRITTEN NOVEMBER 29, ,1962 
The first 36 students of the pioneer class at Grand VaUey:State College 
were notified .Thursday of their acceptance as members of the first .freshman class, 
to begin their studies in September, 1963. 
The group represents 18 high schools -in Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon and 
Newaygo counties. All have indicated that GVSC is- their first, and in many cases, 
their only choice of college. 
"I am very favorably impressed by the high quality of the students 
granted admission to Grand Valley in this group," GVSC president James H. 
Zumberge stated. "This is an indication that our initial class will consist of stu-
dents with a pioneer spirit and a capacity to benefit from our full four year liberal 
arts program. " 
Admissions director H. Weldon Frase said that he planned to interview 
within the next few weeks all other students whose applications have now been 
received at the admissions office and submit .recommendations to the committee on 
admissions for their next meeting early in January. 
The students and their high schools are: Grand Rapids Union High 
School: Edward Kryger, Richard Chmurynsky, Sandra Smith, Gordon ·Johnston,. Jr., 
and John Zwarensteyn; Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills High ·School: Terrance Ryan; 
East Grand Rapids High School: John Goodspeed, Jr.; Grand Rapids Catholic 
Central: Michael Horning. and Christine Poterack; Grand Rapids Central High 
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School: Kathryn .Tornga; Rogers High School: Judith Archbold and John,Annulis; 
.• . 
Kelloggsville .High School: Thomas Teachout; Kentwood Higp School: JoAnn,Case; 
Grandville High School: Ronald Kronemeyer, Marcia Darin, ,Thomas Ver age :and 
.Paul Laurn; Sparta High School: Catherine ;Vandermeer and. Sharon· Wieda; Grand 
·Haven :High School: Nancy, Turpin, Mary, Ann ·Waskin and 'Janice Moore; Coopers- . 
ville High School: Barbara VanWienen and Judith VanBuren; West Ottawa High 
School, ,Holland: ·William Overkamp, Diane VanSlooten, Nancy VandenBerg and 
Patricia Kragt; Holland High School: Russell Kempker,, Jr. , and _Gordon Bosch; 
Hudson ille High ,School: Galene Brintnall and David .Thompson; Ml!skegon)figh 
School: Diane·Hatch; Newaygo High School: James ·Rice; Grant High School: 
Ardith Anderson. 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Al~endale, Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE. RELEASE 
WRITTEN DECEMBER 13, 1962 
Appointment of the first six faculty members of Grand Valley State 
College will be acted upon by the GVSC Board of Control at its meeting to be held 
Friday at 2:00 p.m. at the home of President James H, Zumberge, 658 Cambridge 
Blvd.,S.E. 
The appointment of two new .members of the administrative staff will 
also be confirmed. 
Dr-. W. Harry Jelle ma of Grand Rapids has accepted the position of 
protes:;,or of philosophy for the 1963-64 academic year .. He is at present hea,d 
of the department of philosophy at Calvin College, and has been chairman of that 
department at Indiana University. He received hip A. B. , M.A. , and Ph. D. from 
the University of Michigan, and has served on that faculty, and as a visiting 
lecturer at :Harvard and Haverford Colleges. While at Indiana he was awarded 
an honorary membership in Phi Beta Kappµ. Jellema's wife, Marie, died in 1961. 
He is the father of six children. 
Dr. Lawrence A. Pursglove of Midland will be appointed as associate 
professor of chemistry. He received his B.S., M.S., and Sc .. D. from the 
Carnegie lnstitu~e of Technology. He has been employed as a chemical engineer 
by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, Food Engineering 
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Corporation, and Dow Chemical Company, and has taught at West Virginia and 
c;:entral Michigan Universities. At present, he is assistant professor of ch~mistry 
at Delta. College, University Center, Michiga·n. 
Dr. Sjoerd Van der Velde of Iowa City, Iowa, will be. appointed as 
associate professor of German and French. A native of Odoorn, the Netherlands, 
' I - - - - , • 
Van der Velde emigrated to Canada in 1953 and to the United States in 1954. He 
received his M.A. from the University of Colorado ~rnd his Ph.D. from the State 
University of Iowa. At present, he is on. the staff qf the foreign lang1.1age depart-
ment of Northwestern College, Orange City, Iowa. 
Dr. John .L. Tevebaugh of Grand Haven, an instructor at Muskegon 
Community College, will serve as assistant professor of history at GVSC. He 
received his A.B., M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of Illinois and served as 
graduate research assistant there before teaching at the University High School, 
Urbana, Illinois .. Tevebaugh's wife, Patricia, holds an M.A. in history and also 
teaches at Muskegon Community College. 
Dr. Louis C. Rus of Grand Rapids, who will be appointed a.::i professor 
of English, received his A.B., M.A., and Ph.D. from the University of Michigan. 
\ . .. ' . . ' -- . 
He has beeµ a member of that faculty and of the faculty at the University of
Wyoming and Bowling Green (Ohio) State University, During 1957 and 1958 he 
was a Fulbr:i<;:)"ht Professor at Mainz University,. Mainz, Germany. He is at 
present professor of English at Calvin College. 
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Marvin D~Vries of Ann.Arbor is a gra~Uate of the University of
Michigan and received an M. B.A. from its School of Business Administration.' 
c . I'• . I 1 . ·t_ 
He is a candidate for ~he Ph.D. degree in Quantitative Economic Ana}ysis from 
the Horace Rackham School of Graduate Studies, University of Michigan, and 
expects to graduate. in June, 1963. He will be. appointed as assistant professor 
' ' 
of mathematics and economics at GVSG. 
George K;. Hundley of Boultjer, Colorado, will be appointed as 
assistant to the president for student affairs, to assume his duties January l, 
. . . . 
1963. Hundley was president of 9 constructio~ firm ~n Richmond, Virginia, 
until at the age of forty-one, he sold .his business and enrolled as a freshman at 
the Univer~ity of Colorado,. He received his A.B. in 1954, an.d was elected to 
i;nembership of Ph+ Beta Kappa. Three years later he received his M.A .. in 
anthropology from the University, wry.ile perving as foreign student advisor. 
During Wofld War II he served  ~n J\fdca ,. ItaJy and Russia with the American Red 
Cross., Frnm 1960 to 1962 he was director of the American Friends Service Com-
- - - . . I - I _. 
mittee community project in Jantetelco, Mexico. 
William C. Dewps~y of Ada, who began his duti~s November 19, 
1962, with GVSC as director of A-V development, will prepare a proposal to 
one or more foundations for grants to purchase. ~he audio-visual system which 
has been planned with. funds from a grant by Educational Facilities Laboratories, 
. . ' 
Inc. , and will prepare for the most advantageous use of the system by incoming 
faculty. He will al 9o vyork on a documentary file of the colle·ge development. 
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A graduate of Augui;;tana College, Rock Island, Illinois, and of Iowa 
State Un.iversity (M.A.), Dempsey was general manager of the Pittsburgh educa-
tional T,V stations arid a director of its governing body. In 19 5 4 he was chosen to 
represent all commercial United States TV stations to participate in a work-
study course on Educational and Cultural TV sponsored by UNESCO. His experience 
includes teaching at the University of Nebraska, Stanford University, and San 
Francisco State College. 
Dempsey is at present a director of WZZM-TV, and is a stockholder 
and director of West Michigan Telecasters, Inc. , one of four groups now operat-
ing the station jointly under an interim license from the FCC • 
. Appointment of Walter W. Burinski, 1434 Fremont Avenue, N. W. , 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, as library assistant, will be confirmed. 
In other action tp.e board will receive a report on the Citizens' Coun9il 
from David. E. Dutcher, chairman, and act on his suggestions for reappointment 
of the council m~mbers arid redefining their duties. 
A report from Johnson, Johnson and Roy, GVSC site planners, on the 
general development of the campus will be accepted by the board. 
An anonymous gift of securities valued in excess of $900 .00 for the 
scholarship ~und will also be accepted. 
Election of bqard offic~rs for the coming year will be held. 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale , Michigan 
FOR IMMEDIATE-RELEASE 
WRITTEN December 17, 1962 
Grant of a four-year tuition scholarship to Grand Valley State College 
was announced Monday at the meeting of the Grand Rapids Exchange- Club by 
Howard Silbar, club president. 
A letter outlining the club's plans was read to GVSC president James 
H. Zumberge, principal speaker at the meeting held in" the Morton House. 
"This scholarship is of great help to us in our program to make sure 
that every qualified applicant to Grand Valley will be able to attend, regardless 
of his financial resources," Zumberge stated. "We are grateful to the Exchange 
Club for its generous gift." 
The scholarship will provide full tuition of $270 a year, and is re-
 
newable for the recipient's four years at GVSC. Preference will be given to 
Junior Exchangites, boys picked by their high school principals to take part 
in Exchange Club meetings each month during the year. If none of these young 
men qualifies, the scholarship, administered by the college, is open to any 
applicant to GVSC. It is the first scholarship provided by a service club in 
the Grand Rapids area  
END 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of.Administration 
College .:Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
;F'OR.IMMEDIA,TE RELEASE 
WRIT.TEN DECEMBER·21, 1962 
. Bids for construction of. three projects to provide water and sewerage 
.. ,service .:for Grand. Valley_ State .College -and surrounding .communities were opened 
-Thursday.at the office of the Ottawa County Road Commission·in .Grand Haven • 
. Award of contracts -for parts of. the:)425, 000 sy-stem will .be made
.within :the next .month. 
The Ottawa County Road .Commission serves as agent. for the .Ottawa 
' ' 
County,-Water Supply and .. Sewerage.and Sewage_,Disposal.System,. a newly _formed 
.organization which includes the Road .Commission .and Allendale .and Georgetown 
:townships. Financing .will be done. by sale .of general obligation,·bonds • 
. Contracts to be awarded.from present. bids will provide complete 
construction of an 8.-acre sewage oxidation .pond, including control structures and 
inlet.sewer, ,to be .located north of: M-5.0 and west .of the Grand River, at. an _approxi-
mate cost.of $49,130; .16, 000 feet.of 12 .and .14 inch sanitary sewers at.an approxi-
mate cost.of $153,400; and .13, 000 .feet .of.12, .10 and 8 :inch cast iron water mains, 
with fire hydrants, control valves and fittings, at an approximate cost of.$74,400 • 
. END 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Office of Administration 
College Landing 
Allendale, Michigan 
FOR .IMMEDIATE .RELEASE 
WRITTEN DECEMBER 28, 1962 
The first meeting of newly appointed faculty members of Grand 
Valley State College was held today at the home of Dr. James H. Zumberge, 
president of the college. Appointments to six posiUons on . the faculty were 
announced two weeks ago, and the meeting provided the first opportunit  for 
the men who will be teaching together on the GVSC campus next fall to get 
acquainted with their colleagues in the new college. 
Subjects discussed were the organizational plan_of the college; 
the facilities to be available when the campus opens for students, plans for the 
teaching program and use of library materials, and student admissions to the 
first class. 
President Zumberge pointed to the historic significance of this 
original meeting of the first faculty members who will provide the program of 
instruction at the first state-supported college to be started in Michigan in over 
fifty years. "The opportunities,.,. he indicated ;, are unusual for creat ,ing a program 
which has great chaJlenge for our students and which will make a contribution .of
great value to the development of higher education in .Michigan ·;. " 
. . .. . . 
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Also participating in the discussions were Philip W. Buchen, 
vice president, who explained the plans for the campus buildings now under 
construction, George .T •. Potter, assistant to the president, who described the 
foundation program of studies to be offered in the first year, Stephen.Ford, head 
librarian, who told of the progress in building a. library collection, and H. Weldon 
Frase, director of admissions, who reported on the generally excellent qualifi-
cations of students now seeking admission to the college. 
Faculty members attending the meeting were Dr. W. Harry ·Jelle ma, 
Dr. Lawrence A. Pursglove, Dr. Louis C. Rus, Dr. John L. Tevebaugh, and 
Marvin De Vries. The only one unable to attend was Dr. Sjoerd Vander Velde, 
who is a resident of Orange City, Iowa. 
The next faculty meeting will be held following. additional appoint-
ments and is expected to oc::cur in April. 
END 
